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INTRODUCTION
1
INTRODUCTION
'fhe consideration of ineohanioal reproduction is that
of devices which separate auditor from actual performer.
une of the most salient obstacles to a universal en-
joyment of liiusic has been its illusive, its intangible quality.
But with the advent of certain types of mechanical reproduction,
sound was given perpetuity - a permanent form at the command
of all who wished musical experience. The various kinds of
player actions and the phonograph are capable of giving a
sound -performance that has been recorded at some earlier date.
Another type of mechanical reproduction affords instant
reception of a performance which is merely "out of sight".
The Radio is the best example.
ijater developments have added to each of the above
classes a union of sight and sound. In Sound Motion Pictures
there is a permanent film and sound accoiapaniment . In
Television, nadiovision, Hadiomovies, there is simultaneous
electrical transmission and reproduction of image and sound.

EARLY ilECHANICAL SXPERIMENTS
i
EARLY I.IECHANIGAL SXPERIltDMTS
All developments in sound recording and sound
reproduction have been dependent upon the world of
physical science.
History records several interesting ventures
into mechanical action which antedate the types of
players in popular use to-day.
Lrroves Dictionary cites the Carillons as one of
the first mechanisms; they were numerous in Europe as
early as the fifteenth century, and in their later develop-
ment of the following centuries were played from manuals.
Among mechanisms operated by other than manual means, we
note the Barrel Organ, une of these was invented in the
fifteenth century in nolland by n. van Cortland t; a later
model from the same country was designed by Solomon de
Caus. The eighteenth century inventions were played by
the turning of a handle which in its turn operated a roll
or drum of tunes.
There were several kinds of liarrel Organs. A Music
Box, made chiefly in i?rance and in Switzerland, played
about twelve tunes. An American invention - the Kegina -
used flat discs, one tune to a disc, but with a purchase
price small enough to encourage sales, (a procedure that
is suggestive of the phonograph industry j. Other instru-
ments included Organettes, Angelicas, Orchestrions, nand
Organs, celestinas, and Hurdy-gurdies - all of the roll
J'..
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and handle variety, used prinoipally in hotels, cafes,
on the street, or in rare cases in church.
Most of these instruments had an inflexible rep-
ertoire; one tune was played after another in monotonous
succession. While additional rolls of from one to twelve
tunes could be purchased, expense was great and the pro-
cess of change awkward.
j?or a time inventions that were to lead to the
phonograph paralleled those which were to reveal the
player action.
As early as the seventeen hundreds, Duhamel had
foreshadowed the phonograph by tracing sound curves upon
a lamp-blacJc revolving cylinder, iiimilar experiments
were carried on by his contemporaries,
Maelzel was an early inventor of automatic musi-
cal devices, in 1792 at Vienna, he constructed "an auto-
maton instrument of flutes, trumpets, drums, cymbals,
triangle, and strings struck by hammers, which played
music by Kaydn, Mozart and Grescentini . " Another of his
inventions was a Panharmonicon which closely resembled
the former, but with clarinets and strings added. This
was exhibited in Vienna in 1804. It was for this instru-
ment that Beethoven composed his work commemorating the
battle of vittoria, t)une 21, 1813. (It was later scored
^Uroves Dictionary, 1927 ed., Maelzel, Johann i^jeporauk
nvl. eXIo- )B dil-
to '1
for full orchestra.)
Mozart wrote for the mechanical organ an Adagio
and Allegro which is included in the Kochel catalogue of
hlB works: (PF. arrangement; K 594, 1790).
About 1806 or 1307, Thomas Young* an English
physicist, proved that sound vibrations could be re-
corded on the head of a drum with the aid of a stylus
and tuning fork.
The pianoforte, as invented by Cristofori in 1720,
was the foundation for all keyboard player-actions.
In 1910, Friedrich Kaufmann, a celebrated musical
instrument dealer in Dresden, invented the Harmonichord.
Groves Dictionary gives an interesting account of it:
"In its form it resembled a small
square piano; but the sound was ob-
tained not by striking the wires with
hammers, but by the friction against
them of a revolving cylinder (as in
the ordinary hurdy-gurdy), covered
with leather, and rosined. This
cylinder, which in the effect it pro-
duced somewhat resembled the bow of
a violin, was set in motion by a
pedal worked by the foot of the player.
All gradations of tone, as well as the
power of swelling or diminishing the
sound upon a sustained note, were
produced by the pressure of the finger."**
In 1811, T^eber wrote for it an interesting Adagio
and Rondo with orchestral accompaniment. He wrote con-
cerning this piece of music:
It was an infernal piece of work
to write for an instrument whose tone is
so peculiar and strange that one has to
*Born at Somersetshire, Englgnd, 1773* Qualified to prac-
tice medicine, he nevertheless turned to science. Died 1S29.
**Groves Dictionary, Edition 1927; Harmonichord .

call to one's 9id the liveliest
imagination to bring it suitably
forward in combination with other
instruments. It is a cousin of the
harTionica, and has this peculiarity,
that with every sustained note, its
octave is prominently heard."'
In 1327, Garreyre invented a Melographic Piano
"in which the music as played was represented by certain
signs impressed in a very thin plate of lead."
Nine years later, Eisenmanger, a Parisian scientist,
obtained an English patent for an apparatus which recorded
piano music by using a depressed stylus and carbonized
paper.
In 1850, Cebain*^* with several preliminary ex-
periments to his credit, invented a piano raechanique,
a crank: version with the hammers controlled by levers
instead of the fingers.
In 1351, Kauffmann, whose name is remembered
for his development of the organ, invented an instrument
that sounded like a wind orchestra with k:ettlearums
.
Patti owned such an instrument - reputed to have a
repertoire of fifty-two operatic selections.
* Groves Dictionary, 192? ealtion, Harmonichord,
** "The Phonograph and How to use it" - ^^ational Phono-
graph Co., Page 181.
Alexandre Francois Debain (1809-1877) was originally
foreman of a piano factory, but later owner of his
own firm in Paris; he invented a Harmonium, an
Antiphonal, ana a Harmonichord prior to his piano.
ic
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PLAYER INiJTRUjviiDNTS

FLAYER INSTRUMENTS
The fundamental idea for the player piano dates
back about 200 years, but real development has only come
within the last twenty-five.
One of the first inventions which see'.aed to lead
directly to the player actions was by Theo Varlet, of
France; in 1342 he designed the mechanism for an auto-
matic playing piano.
Not until 1360 was there a keyboard player in the
United States, when E.D. Bootman Invented one.
Fourneaux' aevlce of 1863 actuated the keys of the
piano - a real forerunner of the piano-player action.
Not until 1393 was his invention displayed on American
markets
.
From 1896 - 1906 was an extremely active period
for inventors. About fifty oatents were registered in
the United States.
"The first automatic piano-player that was put
on the market was invented by Edward H. 'iThite, of Con-
necticut in 1897, under the name of the 'Angelas', and
was closely followed by the 'Pianola'".^
The Pianola in its earliest form was an instrument
^Aith a detachable mechanism: i.e., the automatic device
could be usea or not as the owner wished. A later form
combined piano and player-action in one case.
Collins, A. Frederick: B ird' s E^e View of Inventions
.
Page 223,

In 1896 the \/otey Organ Company was purchased by
the Aeolian Company whioh applied its player mechanism
to the organ^ making it available for home use. Early
Aeolian organs were played by a riotive power controlled
by the players' feet; stop controls allowed range of
tone. Tempo could be controlled.
As early as 1900, Welte reproducing actions were
introduced to iiingland through ateinway and iions , in whose
pianos the action was placed.
After the war, Aeolian Duo -Art came out with an
invention which eliminated pedaling, substituting motor
power, in the early 1920 's, manufacturers of the player
-
piano clai-ned to "reproduce the actual performance of ar-
tists who have played upo4 it."*^
Almost every company began to apply certain piano-
player actions to its own pianos, irom 1903 to 1923,
mechanical pianos were being technically perfected. It
was a period for educational propaganda.
In 1914 there was an estimate of about 6,000,000
pianos and piano-players in use in the united iiitates,
and there were about luO factories producing player-
actions.'*^
•Catalog; Aeolian nail (Educational Dept. )^ P 13.
"•van Atta, narrison Louis; A Treatise on the Player
i^iano, P 151.
9*1 ow aao li'
» -
8ihe development of the player piano was parallel
to that of the phonograph and somewhat overshadowed by
it. DOth the radio and phonograph foroed the player
piano to a more artistio work,
its latest development is the Audiographio Musio
roll which contains v along with the perforations j complete
biographical sketches, pictures, comments on form, climax,
tone, style, modulations. It is designed to be educational
as well as entertaining.
nowever, the cost of the instruments and of the
necessary rolls - especially in the perfected forms of
later years - has been prohibitive to most educational
institutions
.
iiodern composers have shown some interest in this
mechanical medium. Stravinsky included a handorgan in
Pe troushka . A young uerraan group, Jiindemith, I'och, Munch,
has written compositions for the mechanical piano.**
it is generally conceded that the market for
player actions has fallen to other fields of mechanical
devices. jj.ut it served as an admirable preparation for
sound reproducing instruments to come.
**Coeuroy, Andre: Panorama de la mus igue contemporaine , P 163.
I. Jb'ji^i.t.''
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PHONOGRAPH
About the first mention of a talking? apparatus
was In the thirteenth century when Roger Bacon was re-
puted to have made a talking machine which could speak
a few words. Various freak automatons were attempted;
some were meant to enhance mystery In ceremonials.
A real step toward the talklns^ machine was made
when Leon Scott, aided by Dr. Rudolph Koenlg* invented,
in 1856, a phonautograph , an Instrument that closely
resembled the first Edison machines.
Philip Rels**. In 1861, Invented an electrical
device which served to carry a tone or a voice over
wire, but his Instrument could not transmit quality.
Two years later, a younec scientist, Fenby,
patented an electromagnetic phonograph, but the Inven-
tion was so complicated that no machines were made for
sale. However, he did contribute the name phonoj?raph.
Two men may be said to be responsible for the
final invention of the phonograph - M. Charles Gros,
who in 1877 deposited at the Academle des Science in
* A celebrated acoustical engineer, a German living
in France, author of the famous '(^uelques Exoerlence
d'Acoustique
'
; he ranks second only to Helmholtz in
the field of sound.
** Son of a German baker; he had hoped to Invent a
telephone, but never could overcome the quality
handicap In his machine. His invention was used as
a rival to Bell's at a later period.
Dot 3!
Paris a description of a machine similar to the present
day gramophone - and Alexander Bell, who with his brother
Chichester, and Charles I'ainter, perfected this invention
in the gaise of the (gramophone \aa iiinglish term for phono-
graph ),
Also in 1877 came iJdison's patent for his inven-
tion of the tin-foil cylinder phonograph - the ancestor
of all development in the United States, i^dison him-
self tells of the sketch he presented for his idea, its
mechanical construction by Kruesi (an employee in his
factory j, his shoating of "Mary had a little lamb" into
the horn of the little machine, and his surprise when
the contraption echoed his words,*
These instruments in their first practical usage
were adapted for the speaking voice - for office work,
dictation, unly further experimentation proved that
music might be a profitable branch of reproduction.
jsdison, in the early days of this instrument,
recorded the speaking voices of all the celebrities
that he could reach in various nations. Some of these
early recordings are now at the riritish uuseum.
xn 1887 Berliner'^''', invented a flat platelike
disc record, a move that was to give the phonograph a
»
'i'he Phonograph and how to use it IN.Y.
,
1900),
Chapter V, "The First Phonogra'pE" , P 25-26.
^'•^A German, living in vi/ashington, responsible also
for development of the telephone transmitter, which
in turn inspired the invention of the microphone.
r"U^jJo'Iu oil:
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plaoe in the amusement world.
xn 1886 nell and rainter founded the Volta Com-
pany at Washington, D»G,
In 1897 Berliner* s patent was sold to a private
concern, later to be known as the "Gramophone Company",
the iiinglish branch of the Victor Talking Machine com-
pany,
ID. 1889 the Columbia Phonograph Company was es-
tablished in ifashington, D.C. (a descendant of the Vol-
ta Company), Its first records were almost exclusive-
ly for band and orchestra; solo voices had little sales
value
,
Columbia began as one of about thirty small lo-
cal companies, "each having ita own allotted territory,
under franchise from the worth American Phonograph Com-
pany which held the exclusive selling rights,"* Six
months after the company was formed, it was manufacturing
records, it put out some *nickel-in-the -slot-machines
'
in this early period of growth, the band records proving
most popular.
The next step was to solicit artists for record-
ing material, records as a rule were not labeled, but
wer« announced by a voice at the beginning of the record
as to artist, title, and producing company,
^Dorian, rrank: "Reminiscences of the Columbia
Cylinder records". Phonograph lionthly ixeview,
January 193u, P 114,
-39 r:
r
jjetween 1886-88 the Volta Association patented a
device for indenting rather than catting the record, and
went into business as the American tiramophone uompany, of
West Virginia, in 1890, this company joined Kdison, the
combination being known as the Americaxi i^honograph uom-
pany. it was through the rJell-rainter half of the organi-
zation that the iijnerican Phonograph company finally con-
tinued producing; this part of the merger later became known
as the uolurabia Phonograph company, rhe iiidison half of the
Company became known first as the r^ational Phonograph com-
pany, but in 1912 adopted the name of rhomas a# i:,dison, inc.
xn 1887 ridison put out a machine to run cylinder-
shaped records as an amusement macninfe. *his same year,
i^eii ana Tainter aaopted wax as tlie basis of their gramo-
phone records.
ren years later ijiison was manufacturing disc
records in the united otates.
The first ijerliner records V7ere ±u oeven-incn
size: a j-^w oi' the Itj'Jo x'ecords are in ji'xvate cullec-
tions. .^any of the 1899 and 19o0 recordings are in ex-
istence.
in 1901, three years after the r>erliner patent
had been bought, the </ictor I'alking nachine company was
formed. The dog trade mark of Victor appeared with the
record releases in this same year, victor^s first ten
f
records were almost entirely talking, and as was the rule,
were announced in subject matter and producing company.
About this time there was a more serious inspec-
tion of the music field by the existing companies. Solo
voices were brought out. Columbia introduced some cham-
ber music played by the London String Quartet. Commer-
cial concentration, better programs, more accurate repro-
duction - all these combined to enlarge the sales hori-
zon of records and talking machines. Quality of the
records varied. While Europe probably produced the bet-
ter grade. Import duties were high, and the prohibitive
prices gave to domestic records a greater value and de-
mand.
About 1902, electro-plating brought about the use
of a master disc from which many records could be se-
cured. Previously, all records had been originals. In
this same year compromises affecting the patents of Bell,
Berliner, and Edison were made^and wax became the gen-
eral basis of records.
In 1902 Caruso became one of the first of the
great artists to record solos. Between 1902-04 many
others were induced to make records.
In 1903 Grieg recorded three of his own composi-
tions for Victor. This same year, Victor absorbed the
Universal Talking Machine Company. One of the minor
companies was thus eliminated.
1
Also at this time the Talking Machine News, a
Lonaon publication aevoted to gramophone news and record
reviews was issued.
In 1904 the German firm, C. ana J. Ullmann, pro-
duced and distributed the first double-faced discs,
called the "Odeon Duplex".
By 1905, with all these improvements, and with a
contentrated program of advertising, Victor was doing
about twelve million dollars' worth of business. This
same year Edison machines and records played a prominent
part in the market; and Columbia was producing for a
Chicago premium house the popular "Busy Bee Talking
Machine .
"
The Reginaphone Company in 1906 offered a music
box and phonograph combined, but there was no popular
aemna for sucn a machine. The music box had been defi-
nitely replaced by the player piano and the phonograph.
From 1908 on, technical matters concerned the
companies. Duplex announced a two-horned machine in
an attempt to get better reproduction, but the venture
was unsuccessful.
Almost simultaneously Victor and Columbia (the
latter possibly a few months in the lead) presented to
this country the double-face disc. Columbia listed
about 600 records in its 1908 catalog - its first pub-
lication of them. (A few preliminary releases of double-
r?
faoe records were placed on the raarket in 1905, but 19u8
was the first real year in which they received public
approval. ) I'he following year Columbia issued its last
catalog of cylinder records.
In 19J.0 GolumDia began aavertising on a large
scale in aireot competition with Victor v/hich had had
the American field rather exclusively "sold" to its prod-
ucts.
1910-1914 was a q.aiet period in the phonograph
industry, however, in 1911 technical inprovements in-
creased the number of playing grooves in the records:
formerly the music had been cut to fit the short span of
the record, rhe first Araerican uncut work of substance
was the Juenore #3 Overture, In 1913 appeared the first
complete recording of a symphony - the Beethoven jj'ifth.
une of the first orchestras of national reputa-
tion to record for victor was the Philadelphia Symphony
under the direction of btokowski. At first he produced
only the semi -classics, cjoon there v/as a demand for
some cut versions of substantial classics, but some
years passed before a comolete movement of a symphony
was presented to the public,
in April 1915, f^reisler, zimbalidt and ^ during
quartet presented the first complete chamber work - the
J3ach double concerto,
in 1916, Drunswick, the third great American com-
pany was formed, i^ot until 1919 did it produce records.
caJbrtoosn at'
The war period somewhat retarded the growth of
the phonograph industries, i5Ut after the war there was
an early revival.
m 1920 the phonograph industry had been esti-
mated as having a public patronage of $150,000,000 and
it was noted that phouograpna had found entrance to
about; 9,oOO,000 homes, jjven in this perioa, people in
general refused to seek the serious side of the phono-
graph, unly the schools seemed to discover the good
use to which it could be put.
In tJune 1923 the first complete string q^uartet
appeared - the israhms Op, 51, #1,
This same year victor alone reported a busi-
ness of $44,000,000,
In November 1924, Columbia Phonograph Company
began the ilasterwork series of classics, in albums,
complete, the first issue including five symphonies
(Beethoven's Seventh, and Eighth; Dvorak *s "From the
New World" Symphony: Mozart's E-flat major, #39:
Tschaikowsky ' s Pathetiqae ), and three string quartets
(Haydn's D major, Op. 76, #5: Mozart's C major,
Kochel 465: Beethoven's C-sharp minor. Op, 131),
These were inaugurated under Louis Sterling (former
chairman of the Board of International Columbia Com-
pany ), who has also given much attention to contempo-
rary music.
lit n'-
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Not until 1925 did. ttie phonograph companies release
any quantity of complete symphonies and quartets. This
was, however, a year of depression for the industry. There
were rumors of impending revolutionary processes of re-
cording, and the radio had seized upon the Dublic atten-
tion as a rival. Indeed it has been said that "until
the radio came to torrify record manufacturers, actual
phonographic treasures were disconcertingly rare."*
The radio had two advantages over the phonograph:
it gave a continuous performance, and did away with the
necessity of buying records
. which were not only fragile
and easily broken, but gave no better quality of tone.
The phonograph industry sought an answer to both
of these arguments. In 1926 it did regain part of its
lost popularity with a new recording scheme.
ELECTRICAL RECORDING
Until this new scheme was employed, all record-
ing haa been aone by the mechanical, or as it is some-
times called, the acoustical method which "consisted es-
sentially in: first, a horn which received the sound
waves to be recorded; second, a diaphragm which was
vibratea by the sound waves; third, a stylus attached
^ August, Garry J: "in Defense of Canned Music",
Musical Quarterly
,
January 1931, P 1A2
.
r- 3n c
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to the diaphragm and vibrating with the diaphragm which
actuated; fourth, a cutting device." The musical range
was small, only vibrations from HOO - 2000 being repro-
duced. Consequently, many harmonics were lost, some in-
struments could not be recorded at all, and the general
tone was dull.
I'he new method of electrical recording owed its
inspiration in no small degree to certain radio develop-
ments, i'here are two types. r>runswick uses a "light ray
method", which synchronizes recording and reproducing
through the use of electric current. I'his invention was
marketed as the Pana trope (meaning, 'dancing beam of light' )
it gathered in vibrations ranging from 16 - 21,000, and
even beyond audibility. Other companies use a micro-
phone to pick up vibrations and sound waves - much as the
broadcasting studio does: but the phonograph is able to
retain whatever sounds on its recording device, victor
marketed its machine as the Orthophonic . Columbia called
its machine the 7iva -tone .
liat orally there was chaos in the industry, for many
of the old acoustical records were discarded: some were
retained becuase of intrinsic worth: others were re-
recorded .
une of the first electrical recordings to be given
to the public was a Columbia release - Adeste i?ideles -
sung by the lilee Clubs of America numbering 4800 voices.
Nelson, i^lraer: "Brunswick jilectrical itecording". Phono -
graph Monthly rceview, October 1926, P 19.
r4 ^'-itt
x>ruji3wick was the first to release nasterpiece
Albums in this new medium. Not until 1927 did victor
offer albums to the public, nowever, in that year, victor
reported a business of ^46,000,000.
Columbia not only concerned itself with many
electrical recordings, but invaded the radio broadcasting
field, inaugurating the DBS chain. In the beethoven and
ochubert centennials of 1927 and 1928, uolumbia again lead
the other companies in de luxe albums of these composers.
And in 1928 a contract for the exclusive recording and
release of the r.ayreuth J?'estival Operas was given to Colum-
bia - the first records being from ir'arsifal, oiegfried,
Das itheingold, Die Walkure.
in two years, Columbia released about forty major
works in this new recording medium, victor had nearly
replaced the acoustical uasterpiece albums.
In 1928, in response to the enthusiastic public
demand for albums, victor announced a policy which would
pledge her to the recording of all the major opus numbers
of the great composers, not only is victor accomplishing
this task, but it is adding many contemporary works to
the list.
jjrom 1928 to the present time, the three main
fields of sound entertainment - Phonograph, nadio, and
the new bound Motion jr^ictures - interchanged their patents
and research developments by mergers and by contracts,
jsrunswick became an outlet for the cierraan Odeon records,
Columbia merged with iserlin nomophon.
iJ 11
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In 1928, Victor made arranrre merits to synchronize
for the Hal Roach, the First National, and the Warner
Brothers Moving Picture Studios. The following year,
Columbia Pictures Corporation solicited the services of
Victor
.
In the meantime, RCA had merged with Victor,
combining two of the nost powerful of the A:rierican sound
entertainment companies.
In 1929, Edison discontinued making records be-
cause of poor sales outlets. However, the major portion
of its releases vere of a popular nature - a type already
adequately served by the other Phonograph Companies, and
by the Radio.
The Phonograph Monthly Review, a periodical devoted
to the best interest of the people and including articles
of a technical nature as well as upon current record re-
leases, had been iasued since October 1926. Mr. Robert
Darrell, one of its associates, has to say of the 1929
records
:
"Previously the phonograph had
touched gingerly and sporaaically on
the l33C familiar musical regions
(when it ventured off the well-worn
paths at all), but this year tentative
experiments were abandoned for in-
telligent - I might almost ss.y scien-
tific - explorations of what had been
in earlier years phono-musical dark
continents
.
''contemporary music began to receive
not merely serious attention but au-
tnentic expression, for the composers
were given opportunity either of con-
aucting their works themselves, or
of indicating sympathetic and com-
r
petent exponents. The national
schools, particularly that of Spain,
and to a lesser degree those of
France and Russia were excellently
represented. Operas and large choral
worlts running into many discs were no
longer i-are and astonishing, but an
every-inonth occurence. The tide of
war-horse recordings abated in marked
fashion, and attention turned to the
less familiar works of the great com-
posers as well as to the works of
lesser men. Chamber music in all its
forms flourished on discs as it has
hardly flourished even in the concert
nail, ana the additions of its recorded
literature were alone sufficient to
mark 1929 as a year of unparalleled
musical - as well as purely phono-
graphic - advance."'*
In the summer of 1930, a merger between Bruns-
wick and Warner Brothers (Vitaphone) was announced.
This same year, radio station KG-W of Portland,
Oregon, (an associate of tne J3G chain) reported that
for local sustaining programs some of the Masterpiece
albums had been put 'on the air' with favourable re-
sponse from the listeners. V/ithout doubt these broad-
casts offered a much better type of music than was found
on the majority of the chain sponsored programs.
In nay 1930, H. Royer Smith (agent in the
Philadelphia district of the National G-ramophone Society
records) started the publication of a magazine - Disques
,
which was aevoted to 'sound' news.
Phonographic Monthly Review : February 1930, P 149.

in the sofnner of 1930, the first releases of
iiritish Columbia Phonograph Company's "History of Music"
appeared in the united States, i^his unique feature con-
sists of albums of music representative of the historical
periods of music.
The greatest single feature of 1931 was the ad-
vent of the long-playing record, the phonograph's latest
answer to radio's invasion of the entertainment field,
in September these new records, and, of course, the neces-
sary instruments were demonstrated for public use, ^Agi-
tation and various rumors had preceded this invention
since 1929 ;« 'I'he new device changed the number of revolu-
tions per minute from seventy -eight to thirty -tliree and
one -third: it also increased the number of grooves on the
playing surface, it was now possible to record a complete
symphony on a single, double-faced record. A few works of
the serious music type were immediately presented to the
public.
Although some companies sold attachments that would
convert the old machines for use of the new records, there
was an irnraediate depression in record sales following the
announcement of this latest invention, xhe public was un-
certain of the balance of long or short -tine records to
be released by the phonograph companies.
That this was merely an experiment, and that the
executives of the industry clearly understood the public
was made evident in an open letter to the editor of the
Phonograph .ionthly uevAgw, written by n,G. Cox, President
vis
?3
of the Columbia Phonograph Company. He says. In Dart:
"There are approximately fifteen
million phonos'raphs and combination
radio-phonographs in American homes,
and all of them are fitted with motors,
turntables, tonearms, and other equip-
ment for using the" staxidard speed
record
By far the greater sale of records,
now and for many years oast and to
come, has been and will be of selec-
tions, vocal and instrumental in the
popular classes: dance music; light
and tuneful compositions; standard
songs and ballads; old time melodies
and familiar tunes ; and race and nation-
al folic songs, both domestic and in
foreign languages - which do not lend
themselves to long playing or repe-
tition. Selections in these classes will
continue to be in greatest demand and
must be in such form that users may
select the titles they want, without
having to take and pay for others they
do not want
"The long-playing record, whatever its
ultimate development may be, is not
yet commercially practicable or a seri-
ous rival of the standard speed record."*
But those who prefer the more serious tyne of
music will welcome the convenience of the new records.
In spite of this innovation which was expected
to bring new life to the phonogro.ph industry, we find
tendencies to merge to attract wider sales, and new fields
of work. "Brunswick, Vocalian, and Melotone records,
which had once been a product of the Brunswick-Balke-
Gollender Company, but more recently of the Brunswick
Radio Corporation (a Warner Brothers subsidiary) have now
* Phonograph I^onthly Rev iew: January 1932, P 72,
r1
passed to a new Brunswick Record Corporation, formed by
Consolidated Films Industries, Inc."*
The following news comes from an Snffllsh publication
the Gramophone :
"Thrown on its own by the combine
effected between the British Columbia
and HI.'IV. , the American Columbia Phono-
graph Company has not had very easy sled-
aing during the oast six months. Few
large scale recordings have been at-
tempted and Columbia branches have taken
up the distribution of such extra-musical
attractions as electrical refrigerators,
home dry cleaners, and the like, in addi-
tion to various radio lines other than
Columbia's own. Apparently no large
company can exist by the phonograph alone
in the United States in these days. Now
Columbia's future looks more hopeful v^ith
the news that it has been acquired by the
Or igsby-G-runow *-^ompany, maker of Majestic
radios and refrigerators ^^-'^^
Similar forebodings were voiced in lighter vein
by lylyron Garrett, also writing for the Gramophone
:
"One queries where those mythical
hordes so eloquently promised by the
schools and conservatories really hang
out. Oui= chief radio dervish, Tilr.
Walter Damrosch, has apparently been
kidding us - and nimself
'*Fi'om the gramophone business itself
comes the gloomiest augury. Time was
tnat a dealer had to fall to his knees
and beg for the honour of selling pro-
ducts of the major companies. They
went back through his great-grandmother
for pedigree, and his character had to
be vouched for by his banker, his oast or,
and the county sheriff. Nowadays, if
he's reckless enough to court disaster
* Gramophone Magazine: February 1932, P 404.
"Americana", Gramophone
,
February 1932, P 404.
r
he is almost certain to win the oubt-
ful privileff-e for the mere asking.
Keeping in mind our 120 millions,
who for the past generation have ca-
vorted in Babylonian prosperity, one
might expect the land to swarm with
manufacturers of discs, machines, ^^ppli-
ances. Alas, we have only two great
companies and a negligible third. And
the celebrity records, for the most
part, come from Europe. Thus, in the
longest available catalogue of albums,
numbering some 130, I could muster a
bare half-dozen which were not re-
corded abroad. The other large pro-
ducer does better: only about half
are of foreign origin. The third con-
cern, barring a few bright flashes, is
still in limbo. yes, there's a
fourth, but I don't seem to recall in
its meagre menu a single native dish."^
* Garrett, Myron H: "The ^amophone Myth in America",
jr:- mophone
,
December 1930, P -336,

FOREI&N PHOi^IOGRAPH DSVIILOPTIENT
In the early 1390 's, the London Phonograph Companies
only released aacrilnes and recoras for an annual rental
fee, the Intention being - monopoly. All records were,
of course, originals. Not until the Edison Bell Phono-
graph Corporation, Ltd., had competition from Edisonia,
Ltd., v;ere machines or records sold outright.
In 1897, Carl Lindstrbm, a Swedish inventor, be-
gan to manufacture machines and records in Berlin.
In 1393, the Berliner patents were sold for English
use to William Barry Owen and Trevor Williams, who started
the Gramophone Company in London. This is the sister com-
pany of the Victor Tal icing ^^achine Company in the United
States
.
The following year a Paris branch of the Gramo-
phone Company was organized.
In the first decade of the 1900 's, the disc record
came into wiae use. Edison was the last lars-e company to
adopt it. English records sold for very low prices, for
German competition forced them to the limit.
An early European Company was the firm of Nicole
Fr^res, at Holborn, dealers in Swiss Music Boxes. Their
first records were of cardboard, coated with celluloid,
acetone and rouge.
The first Caruso records of 1902 were made at Milan,
for a consideration of 200 lira - an outrageous price for
the times. In the following year, Chaliapin made his first
ft
t
records. Two years later, Pattl at the age of sixty-two
experimented with this new toy.
Artist performers received a tidy sum for their
efforts. But other recorders were usually paid two shil-
lings for each recording: three recordings - all originals-
could be made at one time.
A single day's sale of records of one hundred
was phenomenal. (By 1929, record sales reached a dally
figure of 100,000)
.
In 1904, the Parlophone Industry began to function.
It Is the British Associate of the Berlin firm of Carl
Lindstrbm-Aktien-Oesellschaf t . Lindstrom later became
part of the International Columbia Phonograph concern.
Another company appeared in London in 1904 - the
British Zonophone Company. A little later, Columbia in-
vaded the English field. In fact, for many years, the
United States companies with outlets abroad practically
controlled English rights to manufacture.
About 1904, also, the Odeon Duplex record ap-
peared. It was the double-face disc of the Ullmann firm.
In 1907, English record-lovers were offered their
first complete opera - Pagliacci, conducted by the com-
poser.
The following year the first HW records were
pressed by the Gramophone Company. These have grown to
be one of the most popular of the record releases.
BftS eJelqa.o
nwc
In 1912, the vjrarnoDhone Exchange originated in
London under the guidance of j.H. Russell. There is a
shop and club room combined, for enthusiasts gather for
discussions, ana to exchange or buy records.
About 1921, dusi cal Times startled the conserva-
tive Londoners by inaugurating a record review coluJin.
The Phonograph industry was gaining ground. Other oubli-
cstlons soon followed the lead, especially the British
Musician, the Musical Stanaard , and Sac kbu t
.
In 1922, British Golurnbia became indenendent
,
buying
itself from the ^imerican Columbia PhonograDh Comnany. Three
years later, British Columbia bought the A'nerican firm! To
this combination of factories may be aaded those located in
Pails, Milan, San Sabastian (Spain), Santiago (Chile), Syd-
ney , and Toklo
.
In 1923, the English Parlophone Company, an indirect
connection of the Columbia branches, began to deal with
Odeon, Fonotipia, and Bek;a records.
This same year, so great had become the enthusiasm
for the gramophone that there was started in London a
periodical devotea to reproducing music, ealted by Comp-
ton MacKenzie. This magazine - the ^r amonhone - has
servea to weld closer together all lovers of the Dhono-
graph music, for not only ao reviews and comments on records
appear, but there are extended communications from various
Phonograph Societies.
In England, as well as in France, Germany, Japan,
and some of the South American countries, Gramophone Clubs
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have flourished. Although some cities have ventured
such an organization, this sort of gathering has not
been generally popular in the United States.
The best k:aown London organization is the National
Chr-aiiophone Society which was formed in 1924. This society
releases its own records, and has been responsible for
aiuch of the public attention to the finer types of music.
As other orgaxiizat ions formed, gramophone recitals became
a usual feature.
Electrical recording appeared almost simultaneously
in Europe and in America. Perhaps the first to be shown
in Europe was the Panatrope: close cooperation between
the Victor and uramoohone Companies, and all branches of
the Columbia helped to spread this new feature.
By 1927, excellent recordings were being marketed
in Europe, and were finding their way to America in spite
of heavy import auties. Among notable contributions were
tnose of the Compagnie Francaise du Gramophone, especially
their orchestral records under the direction of Piero
Coppola.
'iTith the appearance of electrical recording, in
Europe, tne phonograph industry regained its place in
the field of 'sound' entertainment - no longer eclipsed
by radio.
A ready market was always found for the Fonotipia
records, Italian recordings - even in the acoustical field.
This country's special contribution was opera.
1^
/
1-tiore and more, companies of various nations joined
in contractual agreements to serve as outlets to foreign
records, urunswick and i^eutsche uramoplione company of
uerlin were two industries interested in this venture. Of
course, victor and Columbia had many contacts by their es-
tablished branches. Columbia in 1928 claimed seventeen
such outlets.
A Japanese correspondent of the Phonograph nonthly
Review states that there are tv/o large phonograph com-
panies in his country: i^iitto ChiJcuonli jvaiska, and i^iippon
chikuonli Jiaiska. wative music constitutes the major part
of all record releases, in 1928, one of the companies
offered to the public a long-playing record, antedating
anything of the sort in the western world.
in 1928 there was formed at i-tio de tianeiro, Brazil,
an "Associacio israsilerira du Phonographo" for the better-
ment of phonograph music.
jiiVidence that the Columbia people were interested
in the development in sound motion pictures is revealed
in their 1929 catalogue of "film accompanying records" -
an early means of synchronization, rhe following year,
in both r ranee and jjngland, found the mechanical medium
for producing music coming into distinct favor, in
1930 there was an estimate of 2,000,000 phonograph owners
in iingland,
Columbia was fortunate in securing the contract of
the International educational society which was formed

"for the purpose of estaolishing an interchange of se-
lected lectures and lecture courses given by scholars of
all nations and is in no sense a coaoiercial under-
taking."* It was further st?ted that although various
devices would be employed in exchanging these lectures,
the gramophone would be the main method.
In the summer of 1930, two publications in South
America were inaugurated: the Fonos , ors^n of the Argen-
tine Fono Club, and Phono-art e . a Rio de Janeiro maga-
zine .
In this same year there appeared in Europe an
eight- inch^ long-playing record - Solex.
In March 1931* HIJV and British Columbia were
merged. The (jramopnone says:
"The amalgamation in itself took
no one by surprise, for it has long
been inevitable as a step in the
formation of the world trust for
entertainment "•'•^
The British Broadcasting ComDany has for several
years given regular broadcasts of records which are con-
sidered the best releases. The Year 3ook: of 19'?3 pays
tribute to the phonograph companies, thus:
"The advent of the gramophone has
done a great deal for music, particularly
since, in recent years, tue le-'ding
companies have realized their respon-
sibilities ana provided a tremendous
library of first-rate music at a moder-
ate price. It was the more significant
* Columbia Catalogue, London, 1928.
** "Turn Table Talk", f^ramophone
.
April 1931, ? 551-
It
because it brou^^ht to the fireside,
for the first time, musio which could
previously be heard only by com-
paratively few people privileged to
attend first-rate performance, as by
a fine orchestra under a great con-
ductor, or perhaps a unique artist
performing once only on a flying
visit to this country,"
rrom narry L. Anderson we have an intimation thst
contact with phonograph music may lead to larger con-
cert audiences, ne says:
"The glamour of the phonograph has
lain very largely in the ability to
reproduce the art of the great interpre-
ters for those who have admired them
deeply in the flesh, or by repute.
axxt no less remarkable is the part
the phonograph plays in spreading the
work of such artists beyond the bound,
where their visits, or their fame,
have reached - a function that brings
to mind the extent to which sound
-
recording, and sound -reproducing de-
vices have had effect on the creating
of reputations." ''^
Pew of us realize that the phonograph has reached
into far-away places. An interesting account of its
presence in South Africa is given by murray otuart. in
large towns of the union of bouth Africa there are well
equipped phonograph salons, in small villages, records
are sold as a side line in department, and even in grocery
stores. victor and Columbia records are the most popular.
ooncerning the natives, nir. oituart says:
"Mechanical reproduction is be-
ginning to interest the native
nBC Year 1500k, 1928, P 84.
*<t Anderson, uarry L; "Some reflections
,
Phonograph
Monthly review, February 1932, r 84.
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who for so long has been content
to listen to his master's machine,
or to those played In shops. He
now wishes to possess an Instrument
himself, and already is making
enquiries about the price. The
portable is the one he fancies, for
he can carry this to his native
kraal."*
The Machines Parlantes et Radio, in December 1929,
published an interesting report of the production of
gramophones and records of the four principal phonograph
countries for 1920 and 1928.**
gramophone
3
1920 1928
United States $239,110,000 $1,909,780,000
England 188,670,000 1,238,140,000
Germany 79,200,000 95^,210.000
France 77,200,000 507,970,000
Records
United States $414,700,000 $1,519,730,000
England 340,230,000 2,052,800,000
Germany 196,080,000 1,024,110,000
France (not given) 808,400,000
The same paper estimated the number of phono-
graph sets in the world as 21,627,107: this makes one
for every eighty-eight persons. About one-half of the
phonographs are In the United States.
* Stewart, Murray: "The Gramophone in South Africa",
Gramophone
, March 1931. P 512.
* Gramophone ; February 1930, P 402.

jiDUCATIOIIAL USE
OP THE PHONOGKAPH
une of the first of the phonograph industries
to interest themselves in the educational side of their
instruments was the viotor x'alking i.iachine company, which
formed an ijdueational i^epartment in 1911, placing rirs,
r ranees GlarJc at its head. While there was a commercial
flavor to the first publications, it was at least a pion-
eer work, and one which rapidly acquired real educational
intent.
ihe first books were obviously on an adult level, but
subseq_uent editions brought forth material that was better
adapted to child understanding.
in some twenty years of existence, the department
included sixteen representatives who travelled about
introducing the various Appreciation courses demonstrating
the use of records, xt is to be regretted that this
department was discontinued in April 1931, although iirs.
Clark has been retained by liCA-Victor to carry on alone.
Columbia followed victor with an isiducational section
about five years later, but it never reached the size or
the useful purpose of the pioneer in the field, jirunswick
never formed such a department.
i'he extent of these ventures is suggested by i^irs,
Clark, who writes:
"As you may know, our liJducational
oJepartment is now nearly twenty -one
years old. m that period of twenty-

one years, Victrolas of one sort
or another have been placed In
almost every school in the United
States. I should say, roughly
speaking, that probably at least
eighty to ninety per cent of the
schools have some sort of equip-
ment .
" The records used would be wholly
problematic. We have no means of
knowing, but of course they run
into the millions.
Victor published several books, some of the /Appreciation
nature, some for indirect educational influence UDOn the
general public. Of the directly educational books we may
note. Mu sic Ap preciation for Children , Music and Romanc e
,
Lf^cture Laboratory Course in Musical Appreciation , and
What We Hear in Music . The latter, from the pen of Anne
Shaw Faulkner, has been published in six editions from
1912 to 1929, and has been, perhaps, the most generally
used of the Victor Educational Books. Of an indirect
educational value (although it has been used with some
Appreciation Courses) we should note the Victrola Book
o f the Opera, which listed the stories of 120 operas,
suggesting illustrations numbering almost 1200 from the
company's catalog. The 1923 Catalogue of Victor of A
Graded List of Victor Record s for the Home, Kindergart e
d
and School was an early attempt to grade material for
educational use: it listed about 1500 recordings, and gave
about 875 descriptions or records.
* Letter to the writer, February 16, 1952.
IJ
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Other publishers have released Music Appreciation
Courses, many of thetn carrying suggestions for illustra-
tions by records.
^
Silver, Burdett and Company have printed Music
Appreciation for Every Child, and Music Appreciation
Manuals for the Elementary and Junior High Schools (with
stuaent manuals) by Mabelle G-lenn and Margaret Lowry,
both of whom are authorities in the worli in Public Schools.
Each of the manuals lists from eighty to ninety phono-
graph records to be used as illustrative material.
The Universal Publishing Company has released a
popular series of Music Appreciation Readers compiled by
Hazel O-ertrude Kinscella, illustrated almost wholly, as
It happens, by Victor records.
Ginn and Company began in 1923, and completed in
1927 their "Music Education Series" which lists about
300 selections. This company, contrary to the usual
procedure, outlined its material first, and then com-
missioned Henry Hadley together with some members of the
New Yorlt Philharmonic Orchestra to make such recordings
as were deemed necessary to illustrate the text.
The Federation of Music Clubs sponsored a series
of books to be used for lectures. These included
Gehrkens's, The Fundamentals of Music ; D.G. Mason's,
^ From Song to Symphony ; Dr. Kelley's, Musical Instruments;
Hamilton's, Epochs in Musical Progress ; and G-oetschius *
,
Masters of the Symphony .
loot?
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'i'hese were all publications of Oliver Ditson,
and used records to illuminate various points in the
texts
.
Other publications might be mentioned, two booJcs
which have a wide popular use are Hamilton's Music
Appreciation
,
and Lawrence jlrb's Music Appreciation for
Students . rienry BrerrLier, in Ilessages of uusic , lists
about 300 Victor records, and gives descriptive texts to
create a mood for the music. Dorothy Moyer's Music
Appreciation is another book v/ell illustrated by a
list of records, xwuth Jurheim, oupervisor of nusic in
Washington, produced a book on Music Appreciation (1921 )
in which she tried to correlate v/ith music other fields
of learning, ner list carries both victor and Columbia
records
,
jr'ercy Scholes has been active in this phono-
graph educational movement. His First
,
and Second Books
of the (jramophone Record have been widely read. In these
he has listed compositions that seem to best reproduce the con
cert hall qualities of actual performance.
In London, the xmtional Phonograph Society issues
lists for its members. An interesting pamphlet, offered
in 1925, and supplemented in 1926, was a list of records
of Chamber Music culled from both foreign and domestic
catalogs
.
We have already noted the Columbia "History of lausic"
series - strictly educational in nature. Another venture
4(
«
of this kind is being initiated by the Parlophone records,
edited by Dr. Curt Sachs, of Berlin, and called "2000 Years
of :^usic".
Some of the companies issued Educational lists of
records. The Victor were especially successful in this
work. A hint as to the value of such lists is given us
by the Phonograph Monthly Review - ever active in the
interests of the phonograph public. We read:
"On going through these records
carefully we have become more and
more impressed with the oossibilities
now open to schools and those en-
gaged in educational work, ."/[ore-
over, altogether apart from the value
of these records for educational
purposes, many of them will be of
interest to the general music lover.
A number of the selections are un-
available elsewhere in recorded form,
and many more are here available at
very reasonable orices."^
Columbia tried to carry her educational work to
the pupil in still another way. Records were issued in
two forms: one set offered rote songs with accompaniments
for moaels; the other set offered only the accompaniment
for the child to sing with. Here was one attempt to give
complete musical expeiience.
An inquiry addressed to the ^^ational Bureau for
the Advancement of Music brought forth this reply from
CM. Tremalne, the Director:
* Phonograph I>ionthly Review
,
;vlay 1927, P 323.

"Tie ourselves have not published
anything bearing dire::tly on the
sub ject \sound reproduction] al-
though we treat of the use of phono-
graph and radio in a number of
booklets on other subjects, par-
ticularly those dealing with music
appreciation. "»«•
The Gramophone Company in London has been as
active as its sister company - RGA-Victor - in supplying
educational lists.
Two articles which lend excellent supnort to
the phonograph and its part in the English Schools have
appeared in the Gramophone .
The Reverend J.B. McElligott, Director of ?Jusic
at Ampleforth College says, in part:
"....The gramophone has important
functions to perform in schools
First, then, the gramophone is the
only means of putting boys in direct
contact with many musical works which
otherwise they would not hear. The
enjoyment of music which leads to a
sound unders tanaing of it falls into
two parts: there is the music itself,
the message, what the composer wishes
to say; and there is the presentation
of it, the playing or singing. This
second part, the presentation, itself
diviaes into two: the style and accu-
racy of the playing or singing, and
the quality of tone. Q,uality of tone,
let us admit, is difficult to judge by
gramophone reproduction alone. It is,
however, not at all impossible to
learn a good deal about tone from the
gramophone
Sut the main function of music, the
contact between the mind of the com-
poser, as expressed in musical work.
* Letter to the writer, February 10, 1932
r
and the mind and heart of the
listener, is the chief use of the
gramophone in school, and in the
case of many work's the gramophone
is the only means of realising this.
There are simply no facilities in
most BChools for boys to hear the
larger orchestral works, beyond an
occasional local concert."*
The Reverend Robertson Ballard is equally en-
thusiastic about the phonograph in education. He writes
"Gramophones are in most homes.
Furthermore, they are used and em-
ployed in these homes. The coming
of wireless has definitely increased
the popularity of the gramophone, as
is easily proved by the tremendous
growth of all the leading gramophone
companies in the last few years
The power of tne gramophone in
education is being more widely recog-
nised every month. It is safe to
prophesy that it must play an even
more prominent part in all pro-
gressive schemes of educational ad-
vancement. For some considerable
time many schools have been utilizing
the gramophone to supplement the
efforts of their musical staff, 'vith
excellent results. The teacher can
never hope to play the oiano or
violin as any of the great virtuosi;
nor can any school orchestra aver
hope to render a symphony as do the
famous orchestras of the world. Now^u
thanics to the gramophone, it is pos-
sible for every Dupil to hear the great
masters and orchestras playing the
masterpieces. Such records must prove
of inestimable value to both teacher
and scholar . "'^•^^
^Anderson, V».R:"The -Gramophone in School", jramophone,
June 1927, ?p2Q-yX
»^*3allard, Robertson : "The ^.lurch and the G-ramonhone"
Gramophone
,
May 1930, P 560.
r
CONCLUSION
While gramophone progress had been somewhat slow in
the mechanical recording stage, phenomenal progress
has been made since the advent of electrical recording.
Technically and musically, new fields have been opened
and invaded, rhat educational pursuits were only a part of
its public contact, we may understand, isut the steady
release of more and more of the better grade of music
records is an indication, in this country at least, that
there was a demand sufficient to warrant the venture.
jr'eople were sensitized to good music, to fine
orchestras, chamber music, solo voices - all through
their own choice.
While the radio was, and still is, a potential
rival, the two industries have been united through
electrical recording, xhat the radio is ta]:ing advantage of
this device is evident in the constantly growing ten-
dency to use electrical transcriptions.
Certainly the radio, at its inception, was the
heir to a great musical public. People were already
prepared for the invisible performer.
The phonograph had been almost exclusively devoted
to music, i^ut in radio broadcasting, music shared with
the spoken word.
1r
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GENERAL HISTORY
As early as 1835, experiments in wireless com-
munication were conducted in England. Not until 1887,
however, did the aiscovery of Hertzian waves (electric
waves sent through space with the speed of light) re-
veal a promising field of research. From 1890-1895,
there were various technical developments.
In 1896 Marconi demonstrated that telegraph
signals could be sent and received by Hertzian waves -
on sea, earth, and in air. His famous patent #7,777,
issuea in April 1900, was "for seventeen years the basic
radio patent of the world."* Not content with local
transmission, Marconi experimented with ever growing
distances between his sending and receiving points.
And in 1901, he succeeded in sending the letter "s"
across the Atlantic - a phenomenal achievement.
From 1902 - 1912, various nations enacted laws
which required all sea-going vessels to be equipped
with wireless apparatus and a competent operator.
About 1902 Lee de Forest and Reginald Fessenden,
both scientists, contributed technical improvements
which were to mean the Introduction of radio to a
world public. In 1906, as a test for distance and
carrying power, Fessenden actually transmitted a musi-
cal program, of records.
* Schubert, Paul: The Electri c v;ord. Page 21.
re
In 1908 the Marconi Trans-Atlantic Radio Stations
were opened to the public for radiograms between Great
Britain and Canada. In America the research labora-
tories of the G-eneral Electric Company were bringing
radio communications to a height. By 1915 the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company had talked to Paris and
to Hawaii from Washington, D.C. •
From 1914 - 1918 the War interrupted random ex-
perimentation; but serious research was continued by all
nations as a protective measure, in full knowledge of
its potent usefulness for communication. By 1918, the
Atlantic had been definitely conqu&red by radio.
At the close of the War, in 1919, Dractically
all of the high-powered stations were under foreign con-
trol. In this year the Radio Corporation of America
took over the ^ilarconi Wireless Telegraph Company of
America and the radio interests of the General Electric
Company-
Radio history now dissolved into national move-
ments. In a later section - International Aspects of
Radio - we shall resume this general movement.
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Cx)nrad, for his first programs over the air,
borrowed records from a Brunswick Phonograph Shop
through the courtesy of the manager's son who was in-
vited to announce the program. In 1920 Pittsburgh Depart-
ment Stores began to sell sets, advertising that the
Conrad broadcasts could be heard. Messages began to reach
him for request programs. News items of this procedure
came to the attention of Harry P. Davis, Vice President
of the Westinghouse Electric, who conceived the idea of
using Conrad's apparatus for giving returns on the Harding-
Cox national election. The success of this 'stunt' lead
to the establishment pf a permanent station - KDKA - in
1920.
Ten months later, when patent troubles had been
cleared, other stations began to operate. By December,
1921, there were five in action, and there were, by es-
timate, about 6,000 receiving sets in use. By 1922 there
were 500 stations operating: even the Navy Department was
broadcasting as this first fever swept over the nation.
Between 1923-25, the number of stations con-
tinued to increase. Competitive selling and cut prices
placed many radio sets within reach of the pocket-books
of the masses,
By 1924 the excessive competition with radio in
the entertainment sphere forced the phonograph to seek
new markets : patents proved a momentary barrier to the
invasion of the radio field, but the gradual merging of
60.9J
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radio and phonograph interests offered a solution bene-
ficial to both industries
In this sa.ne year there was an estimate of 2,000,000
to 3,500,000 sets in use, about 16,000 amateur transmitters,
and over 550 stations. A poll of the fifty-four major sta-
tions' programs indicated that for the average day, popular
music was broadcasted 37^ of the time, good music for 11%
,
and the remainder was taken up by lectures, news, weather,
and time.-^*
From 1922-1924, amateur talent was not only accepted
but solicited for broadcasting purposes.
Net-work: Programs
" Broadcasting in the United States began, and has
largely remained in the almost unchecked control of the
owners of raaio patents and tne manufacturers of radio re-
ceiving sets."^--^
About 1924, the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company experimented with interconnecting wires - the
hook-ups that were to lead to chain broadcasting. A year
later, the first radio net-program, was given, John Mc-
Gormack and Lucrezia 3ori being the featured artists. Big
business seemed to be launching radio programs to a new
and higher standard.
* For a complete list of mergers, see Appendix A, P1H3,
Bliven, Bruce :"Kow Radio is Remaking Our Torld"
,
Century, June 1924. Pp 14? - 154.
Orton, V/illiam: "The Level of the Thirteen Year Olds",
Atlantic fJonthly
,
January 1931, P 1.

In NDvember 1926, the RCA incorporated station WEAF
of New York under the name of the National Broadcasting
Corporation, a business enterprise that pooled the patents
of General Electric, Westini^house , American Tel. and Tel.,
making N3G a dominant power in the radio world. The in-
augural program for NBC on November 15, 1926, represented
the first big step in chain broadcasting. On January 1,
1927, NBC began to operate on a national scale. In the
same year its genetic purpose was realized when the Inter-
national Advertisers Association recognized Radio as a le-
gitimate advertising medium.'^
There was no government control of radio in its
youth in the United States. The Radio Act of 1912 merely
provided regulations concerning licenses and general good-
will in cooperating with others on the air: but it gave
the Department of Commerce no real authority. Control was
impossible. And in 1926, with over 700 stations on the
air, some of them having Jumped on the wave-lengths allotted
to Canada, there was urgent need of legislation.
The Radio Act of 1927 did create a Federal Radio
Commission whose duty it was to regulate the number of
stations in accordance with the eighty-nine frequencies
available for use in North America. Of these, Canada
was to receive 8ix clear channels and to share eleven others
with our stations. The United States used the rest.
* Raaio became the fourth advertising outlet: newspapers,
magazines and billboard representing the first three in
imoortance
.
r
Thus the Government exercises a renote control over
radio, but is not concerned with the direct project. Under
the Federal Radio Commission a license for a station is
renewed every ninety days to allow a check-up on obedience
to regulations and public usefulness. Amateurs were
steadily oushed off their original wave bands to provide a
maximum of outlets for public broadcasting.
On September 18, 1927, the Columbia Phonograph
Company established the Columbia Broadcasting System with
the key station at WABC, New York.
In spite of the fact that advertisers were reputed
to have spent, in 1928, about $12,000,000 on programs over
the net works, not until 1929 was a profit shown in this
newest system - CBS. In 1928 there was an estimate of
9,500,000 receiving sets and an audience of about 40,000,000
In 1929 over 200 advertisers used the facilities of NBC
at a cost of about $13,000,000. Over the two networks
f19, 000, 000 were spent for commercial programs.*
In this same year Victor Talking Machine Company
was merged with RCA.**
1930 marked the tenth anniversary of radio in the
United States. Five years were devoted to practical develop
ment: five were spent in perfecting the various types of
programs
.
* Arnold, Frank A: Planning a Campaign of Broadcast
Advertis ing
, NBC, 1930, new series #C.
** For a complete list of mergers, see Appendix A, P123.
r
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\^ In 1930 there were about 600 stations In all: of
these, GBS had seventy-two in control; NBC had seventy-
five in its system. The National Aavertlsers paid an
estimated total of ^28,000,000 into the industry. The
United states Census of 1930 gave the total number of
sets as 12,073,345, and estimated the number of listeners
as 50,000,000.*
In June 1931 there were 609 licensed stations,
about one-fourth being associated with the two great
chains for program material. NBC controls through its
red ana blue networks eighty-five stations; ninety sta-
tions are associatea with the GBS Yankee and National
networks. NBC offered 33,000 broadcasts for the year.
Both chains have a potential audience of 40.3 per cent
of the total population of the country.*
Types of Programs
There are two types of programs in the United
States
.
Sponsorea Programs are the so-called commercial
broadcasts financed by an advertiser who pays not only
for the facilities of the station, but also for the
talent for his program. Under this same heading we may
* For complete figures upon the distribution of radio
sets in the United States, Census 1930, see Page 126,
Appenaix B.
r
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include "Spot Broadcasting", a use of electrical transcrip-
tion, which may be utilized by a national advertiser who
wishes to reach selected local areas inadequately covered
by a network.-*
The Sustaining Program is the second tyne . It is
often prepared and popularized by a station, and later
sold to an advertiser aesirous of becomina; a client. If
such a prograoi is presented by a key station, it is of-
fered for an hourly charge to associated stations. About
two-thirds of the chain broadcasts are made up of this
Iclnd of program. Of course, local stations may Dresent
their own sustaining features.
In aadition to the financial support by these com-
mercial programs, revenue comes to the networks through
their merger-associations and through their artist bureaus.
Radio is now a money-making business. The advertisers DS-y
tne initial cost to introduce Droducts to the Dublic, but
the people pay indirectly for their entertainment in pro-
portion to their response to salesmanship.
* For a coTinlete explanation of electrical tr fans cript ion,
see Pp. 98-102.
J
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EDUCATION
As early as 1921 the State Universities of Iowa,
Nebraska, and Wisconsin were operating broadcasting sta-
tions. In the following year sixty educational institu-
tions, forty-seven of which v/ere colleges or universities,
were on the air. By 1926 there were 105 educational sta-
tions: in 1927, 104 re3:iained.
In 1927 the Federal Radio Commission v/hittled down the
number of commercial and educational stations: still others
were unable to finance their programs and were forced out
of the radio fiela. In 1931 only fifty-one educational in-
stitutions remained on the air. However, there were about
as many more schools using the facilities of local com-
mei'cial stations.
There are two lines of supplementary work possible
through the medium of the radio: definite instruction in
a tool subject, or appreciation programs. Neither is of
any use unless there is stimulation to action. It must
be noted that radio is seriously handicapped by a lack of
direct teacher-pupil instruction.
However, educators have their eyes particularly upon
the 12,000,000 students in the rural dlstric:bs of the United
States. In their belief, not only has progress in educa-
tional broadcasting been slow, but the appeal has been of
a low level. Some of the educational leaders are parti-
cularly bitter about the situation.
'p,tr: + r.- University 1
.
Education
Library

Joy Elmer Morgan, Chairman of the National Advisory
Council on Radio in Education,* accuses the commercial in-
terests of gobbling up the best wave lengths, and chides
the Federal Government for denriving the states of their
own rights by the creation of the Federal Radio Commis-
sion who "reduced their educational stations assign-
ments to less than seven per cent of our broadcasting
facilities
Morgan reflects the opinion of the educators by
continuing
:
"So far, our American radio inter-
ests have thrown their major influence
on the side of greed. In striking con-
trast to other leading countries, they
have preferred a hasty mushroom develop-
ment to a slower and sounder development . "•»*'*"«
He continues :
"There are those who profess to fear
the censorship of radio stations ooer-
ated by local, state, and national o-ov-
ernments. Do they fall to realize that
we already have censorship - a censor-
ship applied not by government which is
electea and maintained by the peoole aiid
responsible to their control, but a cen-
sorship maintained by powerful private
interests who are responsible to no one
but to their own selfish ambitions?....
•Organized to inaugurate a five-year plan for educa-
tion ana pledgea to seek a reservation of fifteen per
cent of the total time on the air for educational
radio broadcasts.
**Radio and Education (Proceedings of the First Assem-
bly of the National Advisory Council on Radio in Edu-
cation, 1931) . P 125.
***Ibid. , P 121.
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During the past few years under
our present system of manage .ne nt
,
radio programs have fallen to the
lowest point in the entire develop-
ment of broadcasting. In spite of
brilliant programs here and there,
the general level of radio offer-
ings is utterly unworthy of the
tastes and the aspirations of the
American people.*
" The commercial stations seek to
reach the great numbers of people.
They measure the worth of their pro-
grams by the size of the audiences.
In order to get large audiences,
they cultivate the lower appeals.
The educational stations realize
that the finer things of life have
always appealed to the few. Educa-
tion seeks to maintain standards
and to pull up."-**
Program control is under fire when considered in
terms of educational usage. One educator says: "Educa-
tion cannot compete for 'room on the air' with national
advertisers. There are even people who hold it ought not
to be compelled to."***
There is evidence that the Federal Radio Commis-
sion is making an investigation of the whole situation.
Some of its findings support the educational viewpoint,
some challenge it. Harold Lafount, a member of the PRC
in a recent address said that forty-nine stations (educa-
tional) had been assigned J>, 669*2 hours per week to broad'
^ cast ;statislics showed that approximately one-third of
the allotted time on the air was actually used. Educa-
*Ibid. , P 128-
**Ibia. , P 130
'
*** Orton, William: "Unscramblinc the Ether", Atlantic
Monthly
,
April 1931, P 436,
rr
tional stations have been given one-tenth of the total
available time in the United States. Since they do not
use all of this, he can see no reason for agitation for
fifteen per cent.*
True, the educational stations are given the
poorer wave lengths and lower power. About two-thirds
of the cleared channels - forty in number - belong to
either one or the other of the two chains.
The congestion on the air was made evident by
a report of the Committee on Engineering Developments
of the Council itself:
"The conclusion drawn by your
committee is that, available facil-
ities being strictly limited and in
intensive use, the needs of the edu-
cational broadcasts can most simply
be met from the enginee ring viewpoint
by the utilization of all or a part
of the available time of existing sta-
tion assignments rather than by the
creation of additional stations or by
any other measure which involves in-
creasing radio congestion and inter-
ference .
The same report gives a neat answer to the educa-
tors' request for state control:
*Rorty, James: "imDending Radio War", Harper
'
s
,
November 1931- Pp 714-26.
**Cleared channels are those frequency bands which are
used exclusively by a single station. All other fre-
quencies are shared by two or more stations which
broadcast at different times of the day.
#*»"Present and Impending Applications to Education of
Radio ana Allied Arts
,
National Advisory Council on
Radio in Education. Chapter 3.
rr
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"Radio transmission in its nature
extends across State boundaries, and
is subject primarily to Federal re<7}i~
lation as interstate commerce. There
is no available methoa whereby signals
can be stopped, absorbed, or blocked
at a State bounaary so that the listen-
ers YTithin the State may be protected
against such signals
The Committee draws the conclusion
that the transmission of programs for
educational purposes will demand close
co-ordination between the various edu-
cational agencies involved, inasmuch as
the transmission of appropriate material
to selectea. audiences at given times is
a matter which cannot be accomplished by
radio without such co-ordination and co-
operation-"*
There have been definite attempts to turn radio
towards education. One of the first was a course in
Music Appreciation which was designed to supplement the
school work.
William Bagley (Professor of Education, Teacl'.ers
College, Columbia University, and Dean of the Advisory
Faculty of the American School of the Air) says in rela-
tion to school programs, " credit should first be given
to the pioneer ana highly successful work: of Mr. Damrosch
and the National Broadcasting Company in the field of
Music. It is impossible to estimate the influence that
these programs have beyond doubt exerted in advancing the
standards of musical appreciation in the coming generation.'
*Ibid. , P 20t
**Bagley, William: "The School of the Air", Education b^
Raolo, national Advisory Council for Education in Racio,
Bulletin Vol. 1, #12, Auril 30, 1931, P ^5-
r
It was David Saroff , Vice President and Manager of
RCA, who approached Walter Damrosch with the idea of a
series of symphonic musical appreciation hours. In the
spring of 1927, NBC experimented with a broadcast of
three children's concerts to all available stations east
of the Rockies. There was an eager response especially
from the rural districts. In the first three weeks,
there were 25,000 letters of congratulation. For the
1927-28 school year a definite series of concerts was
planned and executed for twenty-seven of the associated
stations. In 1931 the NBC sent the Damrosch hour over
seventy-one stations, on its combined networks: his
broaacasts are included in the curriculum of 150,000
schools. NBC claims an audience of from 3,000,000 to
5,000,000 children in the schools, as well as many adults
in the home. Damrosch says: "I can already see that this
spread of good music among children, at an age when they
are most susceptible, and this effort on our part to make
them realize that music Is a language of the emotions ....
is having its effect...."* There is a record of at
least thirty orchestras as early as 1929 organized as a
direct result of this NBC feature.**
*Damrosch, Walter: "Broadcasting Music with the American
Nation as am Audience", Radio and Educat ion, Proceedings
of the Nat. Adv. Council of Radio in Educ. P 172.
**Kempf, Paul: "What Radio is doing to our Music", Musician
,
June, 1929. Pp 17-13.
(
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^jyiille the appreciation ilelu is more fertile, there
have been scattered instances of direct musical instrument
instruction. The University of Michigan, assisted by the
State Department of Public Instruction, designed for the
rural districts a band instruction course which reached
about 3,000 children. The venture consisted of five half-
hour perioas of instruction. AH instruments were taught
at once ana the music consisted of well-known songs, is-
sued in booklet form, free upon request. It was seen
that the course would have been more valuable if there
had been a series of from ten to fifteen lessons.
BBC has -^Iso ventured into the field for direct
music Instruction. One series was under the direction of
Osborne McConathy, prominent in Public School Music work.
To this series of Tuesday afternoon lessons there were
requests for 75,000 charts of material. A high adult
response was reported.
Sigmund Spaeth directed the other NBG feature, il-
lustrating his lectures freely with artists.
Schools of the Air
The best example of intensive educational radio in
tne United States is the Ohio School of the Air
,
organized
by the Ohio State Department of Education in late 1923.
"It was a co-operative undertaking made possible by the
Ohio educators, the Payne Fund, the Crosley radio station
fr
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WLW, Station WEAO (Ohio State University) and many public
spirited citizens who gave their time and talent before
the microphone."*
The Ohio School of the Air resularly broadcasts
through the school year fifteen regular features. It has
been reported as heard in twenty-seven states, and reaches
about 500,000 people. The Ohio State Legislature appro-
priates about |140,000 each year. The program is given
every school-day afternoon from 2.00 to 3 -00 p.m. It has
no appreciation hour of its own, but utilizes the Damrosch
hour
.
The American School of the Air, in its initial ap-
pearance, was sponsored by Grigsby- Crrunow and CBS, later
by CSS alone. It has been organized by an imposing list
of educators in all fields of learning. This series is
received in about 20,000 schools, its programs consisting
of various series of fifteen half-hour periods, each series
being given to a definite field of education.
Both of these well defined schools were preceded by
various experiments. However, since these Dioneer attempts
to use Radio in Education , the move^.ent has grov/n and has
aeveloped in an organized manner. Some of the Colleges
and Public Schools offer only entertainment through their
broadcasts; others offer strictly educational courses.
*Perry, Armstrong: Radio in Education, (The Payne Fund),
second edition, P ?.
i
Tiany Civic Clubs and groups have contributed to the general
educational development of radio. For a detailed view of
tills movement the reader is referred to a publication by
Armstrong Perry, Radio in Education , second edition, pub-
lished by the Payne Fund, One Madison Avenue, New York
City, issued grati s to educators.
Education on the Networks
Certain educational features are offered free. We
have already mentioned the Damrosch hour supported by NBC.
This chain also sends out a program each Saturday after-
noon from the Metropolitan Opera House. Other educational
features - non-musical - are given.
According to Bagley, Columbia Broadcasting System
"is now providing educational broadcasting at an expense
far in excess of a half-million dollars annually, the pro-
gram of the American School of the Air alone accounting
for approximately this sum".*
That these chains have time available for education
is evident. Henry Adams Bellews (Vice President, Columbia
Broaacastlng System, and former member of the Federal Radio
Commission) said in a recent paper:
"I have no hesitation in saying that
the state universities could have with-
out cost to them, five times as many
hours on commercial broadcasting sta-
tions as they are now using, and win
the undying gratitude of the broadcas-
ters to boot, if only they were equipped
* Bagley, William: "The School of the Air", Education by
Radio, Nat. Adv. Council for Radio in Educ, Bulletin, Vol.1,
#12, April 30, 1931. P 4?.
. J
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to put on reasonably interesting pro-
grams." *^Se.<5regate the teachers
in a limbo of special wave-lengths, and
we condemn them to remain unheard and
disregarded. "*
The l^BG has followed the ensuing policy:
"in all of these programs, drama, news,
entertainment and information are ele-
ments as well as education. Personality
is founa to be of first importance in
radio programs, educational or other-
wise. A personage known to the public
mind by position or attainment, is as-
sured of an audience at the outset
;
the program must hold it."**
There are at present two investigations of the edu-
cational question.
A bill has been preaonted to the Senate by Senator
Cousens of Michigan calling for an investigation of the
network commercial aavertising media. Snecific resolutions
are given as to the use and adherence to public interest.
In regaru to these resolutions the National Advisory Coun-
cil states: "In the face of these specific questions it
will be rather difficult for the Federal Radio Commission
to whitewash Itself of the favouritism it has shown com-
mercial radio interests and the radio trust."***
The Federal Rg.dio Commission itself is conducting an
investigation of the educational facilities of the networks.
Bellews, Henry Aaams: "Commercial Broadcasting and Edu-
cation", Radio and Education
,
(Proceedings, Nat. Adv.
Council, 19317 P 55T'
**Perry, Armstrong: Radio in Education
,
Payne Fund, P 96 »
***"Commerc ialized Raaio to be Investigated", Education by
Radio, Bulletin Vol 2, #3, January 21, 1932, Nat. Council.
r
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A quest loimaire which has been sent to all stations has
for its most important questions:
"Have you offered your facilities to local
schools, colleges, and. universities? If so,
what were the terras and. conditions?
Has the use of your facilities been re-
quested by local schools, collesres and
universities? If so, under what condi-
tions and terms?
To what extent have your local schools,
colleges and universities used your sta-
tion? G-ive number of hours Der week.
Are you now broadcasting for any of them?
If so, curing how many hours per week and
unaer what conditions?
Do local educational institutions use all
the time you are willing to provide?
How many hours were devoted during the
week of November 8 to 14 inclusive, to
sales talKs, or a description of the com-
modity advertisea, the terms of contests,
etc
In order that an unbiased survey of the educational
stations could be includea In this p«i.per, the writer
sought information from them throuprh a questionnaire.
The number of Educational Stations approached was
fifty-one: of these, thirty-three replied. Hov/ever,
four gave no educational information, but two gave par-
tial information which could be included in the results.
The totals are therefore gained from twenty-nine replies.
*New York: Times, Sunaay
,
January 24, 1932, Listening In
P 14-X.
11911c ' ^
C
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TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS ON THE AIR 962 hrs . 45
Total Hours given to Education 717 hrs.
Total Hours to entertai iment 245 hrs. 45 m.
Percentage of Talking 52^
Percentage of Popular Music 20*^
Percentage of classical Music 2Q%
Hours of Classical Music 255 hrs. 45 m.
Direct Broaacast of Classical
Music to Schools 30 hrs. 15 m.
Indirect Educational Broadcast
(Classical Music) 139 hrs.
Hours for Music Appreciation 38 hrs. 45 rn.
Direct Music Instruction 4 hrs. 30 m.
Thirteen devoted all their time on the air to educa-
tional features. Sixteen did not. In all, about one-quarter
of the time on the air was devoted to entertainment. Res-
ponse to their broadcasts was moderate.
It is evident that as yet the best educational music
programs are supported either commercially or through the
generosity of the network stations. In spite of the universal
quality of music, educational institutions have not availed
themselves of its gopeal, since three-fourths of all the
music offered was presented as pure entertainment rather
than as a deliberate educational feature.
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NETWORK PROGRAMS
There are three types of broadcasting stations:
those owned by the raaio business; the ones controlled
by newspapers, stores, etc.; and stations under an edu-
cational or religious Institution.
All of these must be financed. In the United States
there is no airect way of taxing the listeners for prograra
material. The Federal Radio Commission has said, "Adver-
tising must be accepted for the present as the sole means
of supoort for broadcasting".* And Congress in its Radio
Act of 1927 provided that sponsors should be publicly an-
nounced.**
Eleven years ago there were no commercial programs.
But toaay, raaio Is considered one of the greatest means
of reaching the people through advertising. Radio can
control the public mind, and big business loiows it.
Since radio stations have discovered that the hours
from seven until eleven in the evening are the most popu-
lar for listeners, these are the hours for which the ad-
vertisers pay most highly to reach a large group of people.
Estimates maae for the National Broadcasting Company showed
that approximately forty per cent of the listeners tuned
in from seven to eight o'clock; ninety per cent from eight
to nine; ninety-five per cent from nine until ten; and under
Orton, William: "Level of the Thirteen Year Old", Atlantic
Monthly
,
January 1931, P 3.
*»Raaio Act of 192?, Section 19.
(r
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eighty per cent between ton and eleven o'clocl^. In any one
evening, about forty oer cent of the nation's radio re-
ceiving sets are silent: about twenty per cent of the lis-
teners hear any one progrRoi. Competition for listeners
is keen.
Thus, educators find it is not only v/ell-nl-^'-h im-
possible to engage evening time on commercial stations
since tae networks c^n and must com-nand high prices for
these desirable hours, but they find it difficult to ob-
tain Dermission to operate their own stations during these
hours since the problem of interference is always present.
Whatever educational talks do find their way on the even-
ing's program rarely exceed ten minutes.
Most of the evening hours are frankly entertainment
ana not of too high a type In many cases. This is evident-
ly the fault of the advertisers who are strivin^f "to
please"; it is the cause of the chagrin of the educators,
ancu of much of the criticism by the general public against
the perioo. of salesmanship which inevitably accompanies
each program.
The national networks claim that they rarely sell
more tnan thirty per cent of their time on the air. Frank
Arnold (Director of Development of NBC) estimated that
|20,000,000 was spent for commercial programs in 1931.
That radio announcers are aware of the antagonism
they create is evidenced in a recent paper, which because
Ii
of its frankness was necessarily written anonymously. We
reaa in part
:
"....I am sickened when I am obliged
to ballyhoo Schubert 2.nd clieer him on
as if he were a faaious quarter-back
doing a broken-field run. I should
rather like to hear honest music hon-
estly presented, listen to the play of
honest minas, away from this sticky,
hypocritical fog of emotions, fellov:-
ship, ana uplift, barren intellects
and conceited ignorance.'
"Conscious that isolated oerioas of
decency do not make amends for in-
sufferably lona stretches of mala-
droit advertising and Dseudo-enter-
tainment, the two national chains
have during the last six months maae
strenuous efforts, in the news col-
umns, to improve conaitions. Famous
concert names and bureaus nave been
merged with them, and the air was
full of oromise. But, the results
have been negligible so far.
Perhaps something will arise later
from this official union of talent
with commerce. Meanwhile, in our
great depression, the many question-
able hours return handsome profits
to the station."*
Henry Aaams 3ellews says:
"no one woula deny that there is a
good deal of offensive advertising
in connection with radio. It is,
however, oreposterous to put the
blame for this on the broadcasters,
whose dream of Paradise is a world
in which advertisers are content with
mere credit announcements at the be-
ginning and end of each program.
*"l'm Signing Off" (Anonymous), Forum
,
February 1932,
Pp. 103-114.
Commercial Broadcasting and Education", Radio and Educa-
tion. P 48.
Ir
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Major General Saltzman (Chairman of the Federal Radio
Codaission) has statea that he believes the responsibility
for inaugurating better programs lies with the listeners.
Their good will is necessary. Both station and cooamercial
broadcaster are dependent upon It.
Music
"in the early days of national broadcasting the
thing which probably saved the day was the discovery that
•the great common denominator of broadcasting' was music."*
It is estimated that in the city there are twenty
radio concerts to one real one: and in the country, there
are two hundred radio concerts to a single real one. Cer-
tainly in the field of popular music, radio is the greatest
single consumer.**
In 1926 it was estimated that nine-tenths of all
radio programs were of music. Good music was dropped in-
to the Drograms incidentally, thus reaching many who were
not prepared to tune in deliberately for it. "The unseen
audience is being educated, without its knowledge, into a
liking for better things, until we have already reached a
point where programs that were acceptable two or three
years ago would not be tolerated today".***
*Arnold, Frank: Broadcast Advertising , P 29.
**"Music-RaQio Department," The Billboard
,
January 9,
1932, P 22-23^
***Arnold, Frank: "Tendencies in Radio Advertising", #9,
NBC publication, P 13.
,
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In 1927 when the national hook-ups led broadcasting
into regular concert halls, radio entertainment enjoyed as
enormous growth. Music again was the most popular fea-
ture, since it was found that the speaking voice was
monotonous in the absence of the human personality itself.
In 1929 the orograms were given over to various
types of music as follows:
Classical Music 28%
Jazz lk%
Spirituals, folk songs,
and favourites 10%
General conversation hQt
In these later years, NBC claims that about three-
fourths of its programs have been given over to music. More
and more, program builders are daring to insert the better
types of music. Thus oeople are learning to become familiar
with various types of music, and the new experience is a
source of enjoyment.
The graaual perfection of the reception of musical
tones has had much to do with the presentation of the bet-
ter concerts. Previously, the music of Wagner or of Debussy
was an unfortunate choice for radio concerts, but of late
there have been entire urograms of Wagner's music with an
enthusiastic response from the audience.
This year (1932) for the first time, a series of
Chamber Concerts is being sent out from the New Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Civ:
a
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To gain a clearer idea of the proportion of a week'
progranifl given to various items, from the hours seven to
eleven o'clock:, a personal time-study was made "by the wri-
ter of one Boston station associated with each national
network; i.e., WNAC associated with the CBS network, and
HITEEI associated with NBC were timed.
The results are given in the following tables.

otauion at; 3cston
Jol-unbia Broadcasting system
iiinaa/, I.'ovenber 29,1931, to oaturday, i^ecenber 5, inclusive.
'I'ypes of irTogracis
Program Time in Seconds Percentage of rime
liet (sponsored) 67,039 67<fo
Ket (sustaining ) 6,464 6 b
Local (sponsored ) 15,389 16'^ -
Local (sustaining) 9,253 9f^)
Spot Broadcasting 2,655 2-j
All sponsored
l^rograns 85,083 85;5
All Sustaining Programs 15,717 15 o
Total x'iae for the
./eeJc's Programs J. , O ^ O 1< J .
i
'.I'SA.O
,
continued
.lusie on Programs
Types of l.iusie I'inie in seconds Percentage of Time
Classical 10,160 10
i
DS.T.i -olassiaal 3,ul5 3 .
xopuiar ^iij-xoc^ 41 3
Theoe :-U3ic 2,940 3fo
57,600 57
i.on-^usic J.a tt rial
jfidaca ti jua^
features 8,44u 8-^o
^ene^al ^onvei'oa uion 14,295 14 ?
Advertising 10,655 ll/o
Program
Announcements 5,075 5i
Station
Announcements 4,835 5 3
^c>,20U 43 3
i'he schedule reveals some interesting facts; over
half of the time on the air is given to Music: almost one
half of the total time was popular music.
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uZ'El at Boston
Hational Broadcasting Company
VifQanesdayrn .January i^O, 19S2 to Tuesday January 26, inclusive
'Jypes of Programs
Progran 'Dime in oeconds Percentage of 'i'irae
Uet (sponsored ]
Net (sustaining)
LocaK sponsored j
Local (sustaining )
Sport Broadcasting
66 , ol5
8,990
14,505
7,190
1,800
67 l/Hfo
8 1/2;$
14 1/2%
7 1/2;
2;
All Sponfilored
Programs 84,620 845
All Sustaining
Programs 16,180 16i
Total 'i'ime for the
V/eek's Programs 100,800 100:5
<r
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continued
Tl^pes of .lusic
Classical
Seal -classical
Popu.iar
Theme ilusic
1'ime in Seconds
6,875
ll,4o0
47,075
2,9X5
Percentage of I'ime
7 l/2f,
11^,
^7,^
6^8,3.^5 66 >
i;on-/nusic Hate rial
educational
.' eat -ire i
General Jonver-
jation 12 ,13J)
Advertising 7,590 7 1/2'
Program
Announcements .5,500 5 l/2;;3
Station
Announcefiients 1,730 1 1^
32,475 32
Over two -thirds of the time on the air is given to
./dsic. Again, popular nusic represents almost one -half of
the total tine on the air.
f
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The terms of the schedules were used as follows
:
Class leal Mus ic : all Instrumental or vocal music of
substance, written by refutable comuosers.
Popular Music : all Instrumental or vocal music of the
type of Jazz, and Musical Comedy selections.
Semi'Classical : all instrumental or vocal music which
falls between the two classes noted above. Folk songs
are an estimable example.
Theme music : all music which serves to identify a program.
Educational Features : all lectures of educational merit,
the President's messages, International News Talks.
General Conversation : any conversation engaged in by
the performers, and all transitional spoken words connecting
musical numbers.
Advert is ing
:
any indication of sales talks by announcer or
in the program proper, especially in the commercial programs.
Program Announcements ; the announcer's introduction of
Music, Drama, etc.
Station Announcements : identity of the station or broad-
casting system, incidental news by the station, time, etc.
The schedule proves that both systems of national
broadcasting utilize Music for the major portions of the
programs, but the educational value in the excessive use of
popular music is slight.
-Tone
OTHER NORTH A?5ERICAN COUNTRIES
Foreword
The United States Is almost the only nation that does
not have a recelvlnf^ license fee. Other nations do; It
is collected by various government offices accordin^J^ to
regulations for the control of communications. It must be
concluded that facilities for obtaining payment of fees are
inaaequate, for non-licenaed sets are estimated in some
countries as high as forty per cent of the total number.-*
MEXICO
Mexico has about forty stations, eighteen of which
are in Mexico City. The number of sets is estimated at
100,000.
The G-overnment reserves the right of censorship,
and all broadcasting is administered through the Depart-
ment of Communications and Public Works.
One of the most important of the Mexico City sta-
tions is operated by the Department of Education, indi-
cating that the government is actively interested in the
educational advantages of radio,
CUBA
Cuba has sixty-six stations; about half are at
Habana. There is an estimate of 28,875 sets serving a
population of about 3,418,035- There is no license fee,
but permits must be obtained by all listeners.
Information concerning all foreign broadcasting situations
is gathered from the BBC Year Books of 1928, and 1932; and
from Raaio Markets of the ^orld
, 1930, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.
:fi no
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CANADA
Canada has a well developed radio system. She has
only six cleared channels; thirteen others are shared with
the United States. The Canadian Pacific Railroad has been
Instrumental In giving national programs to Canada.
The fee for receiving programs in Canada is ^2.00.
In all there are approximately sixty-four stations, and
296,926 recorded licenses.
In its early history Canada had advertising on
its schedule, but the (jovernment on February 15, 1930 en-
tered an agreement which allows, at oresent, only re-
stricted advertising. The grade of program is similar
to that found in the United States.
Canada says
:
"We have no black-face comedians,
no crooning tenors, no whispering
baritones, and we have no toothpaste to
advertise, nothing that is kind to
the throat. One realizes, of course,
that the world must be amused, but
we have found that there is also
a general hunger of the mind among
our people for good entertainment,
and that along with their amuse-
ment they are eager to hear scholars,
teachers, and men of distinction in
various fields of scientific research."*
Corbett, E.A.: "Education by Radio", from an abstract
included in Education by Radio , Vol I, # 39, December
24, 1930, P 157.
: aie
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EUROPE
Introduction
In Europe the radio boon came one year later than
in the United States. The prcdoniinating feature of
raaio in Europe is its relation to government - either
by monopoly or by control.
European stations are seriously concerned with
other countries' propaganda. Governments as closely as-
sociated as those in Surooe are aware of a menace as
well as the merit in the universality of radio broad-
casting. But each country has a defense in the barrasce
of interference which it can loosen whenever it feels
protection is necessary. Revolution and its contagion
is the greatest fear that European nations have.
In June 1929 the countries organized the "Prague
Plan" to allot wave-lengths for the continent. In that
year, twenty-three nations were broadcasting.
Europe at present has some 250 stations in twenty-
seven countries, and can reach through hook-ups about
1,000,000 listeners. Th© large sale of cheap sets makes
radio available to the masses.
Qreat Britain, Germany, Austria are leaders in
tne organization of European broadcasting.
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G-REAT BRITAIN
General History
Previous to 1922, "broadcasting was carried out from
independent stations in an exoeriniental way at the expense
of the individual manufacturers of apnaratus"^. But in
1922, the British Broadcasting Company caip.e into being as
a limited company, the members still being manufacturers
of raaio sets and accessories, the canital being a pool
of their resources. Tiiey toolc over all existing stations
and agreed to operate for a non-profit. A tax of ten
shillings was imposed by the Post Office which "alone is
empowered to transmit intelligence from one point to
another by any form of telegraphic or telephonic means."***
By 1923, the BBC was operating fully. Great Brit-
ain early saw the possibilities in broadcasting, and gave
to BBC a monopoly, making Sir John Keith the executive
heaa. Early in 1923 Simultaneous Broadcasting - the link-
ing of several stations to a cantrel program - was intro-
auced (for the firco time in the world) as a means of
bringing the best urograms within the reach of each area.
In 1924, we find Sir John Keith thus defining BBC:
"As we conceive it, our responsi-
bility is to c^.rry into the greatest
possible number of homes everything
that is best in every department of
human knowledge, endeavor, and achieve-
Greville, Ursula: "Kadlo in Britain", Mu sical Quarterly
,
April, 1925, P 153.
**Coursey, Philip: "Here in Great Britain", Radio Broadcas t,
December, 1922, P 123.

ment , ana to avoid the things which
are, or may be, hurtful. It is oc-
casionally indicated to us that we
are apparently setting out to give
the public what we think they need,
and not what they want, but few know
what they want, and very few what
they need In any case, it is
better to overestimate the "lentality
of the public than to underestimate
it."*
By 1925, there were eight main stations and several
relays which made at least one program available to all
set owners.
In 1926, the BBC came under a Royal Charter with a
board of governors nominated by the government. Sir John
Reith continued as the head of the project. The idea of
the government monopoly was easily acceptable to the
English people. The BBC In its present organization is
a definite part of the Post Office Deoartment; the Post
Master General is the ultimate authority, but his veto is
rare. In 1927 the BBC became a seml-Dublic corporation,
still under the Royal Charter.
For a long time, BBC found it possible to give
only one program. It must be remembered that of Europe's
quota of wave-lengths. Great Britain has only ten, which
give her a possible station for each 2,000,000 people.
Under a newer plan, the BBC was able to offer -two
pi ograms to her people. This was her Regional scheme which
combined some of the stations in a chain; some remained local
Schubert, Paul: "This is London calling", Saturday Evening
Fost
,
November 9, 1929, P 16.
c
A unique feature was the double wave-length allotted to
some key stations whereby both chain and local programs
could be broaacast.
At present there are about 4,185,023 license hold-
ers, and about 28,212 licenses issued free to the blind.
There is an estimate of 13,000,000 listeners. The tax is
about ^2.50 in United States coin, bringing in about
15,000,000 a year. (One dollar goes to the Post Office,
the rest finances BBC.)
Another source of income is from three weekly pub-
lications, The Listener , Radio Times , World-Radio, which
list the weekly programs, notes, and diagrams for lec-
tures. This is the only advertising allowed, for there
are no commercial programs on the air. The Radio-Times
is also put out in the Braille system so that the blind
may have information concerning broadcasts.
This nation, as all others under the license sys-
tem, faces the problem of reaching all owners of sets.
As late as September, 1931, "the official estimate for
the London area alone was as much as 400 ,000"unlicensed
sets .
*
The Company averages 60,000 hours annually on the
air to an audience that ranges from one to fifteen mil-
lion listeners.
*flBC Year Book, 1932, P 29,
-Ey:a
EDUCATION
"The trustees fpf BBCT- regard themselves as the trus-
tees of an iacomparable Instrument for the education no less
than the amusement of the nation."* Exceptional advanta-^es
are given in both music and in other cultural fields of
learning. BBC considers especially important the adult
education of its nation.
In October 1923, England started the movement of
radio in the schools, of which seventy per cent are reputed
to use raaio; the greatest number of these are elementary
schools. However, a Central Council for Schools arranges
a definite plan of program, this year marking the third
cf its existence. Thus, a definite place is made in the
curricula for these supplementary broadcasts. BBC there-
fore estimates the child audience as 500,000 per week;
and the adult audience at 1,000 groups per week.
Most 01" the educational programs are lectures, of-
ten on the adult level. Very little music is presented.
BBC has been criticised for making its direct appeal to
the upper middle class and the aristocracy. Adult educa-
tion receives regularly about six hours per week.
The license system makes available a definite sum
each year. For Instance, in 1929 BBC knew it had about
200, 000 to budget for programs - educational or enter-
areville, Ursula: "Radio in Britain", Musical Quarterly
April 1925, P 159v

tainment. Lectures of an educational nature constitute
about 15.2 per cent of the total broadcast time.
MUSIC
Some Music Appreciation has been attemoted, Sir
TTalford Davies being the British Walter Damrosch.
BBC gives about sixty per cent of her national
time, ana eighty-four Der cent of her Regional time to
the broadcasting of music. BSC says of this subject:
"in the domain of music there
is no secret made of the fact that
good music is Dreferred to bad, nor
tf the conviction (wonderfully borne
out by exnerience) that the nubile
prefer it too. It is conceived as a
privilege ana a duty to present cer-
tain grand works, to which a concert
organization run for local profit
could never hope to mount; to popu-
larize - as only this peculiar medium
could popularize - the music that is
addressed to the finer and quieter
sources of emotion in a small audience;
to make the British public, not to say
the British musical world, acquainted
with challenging new work; and to as-
sist opera to overcome the barrier that
the cost of presentation has set up be-
tween it and its eager multitudinous
aamlrers. At the same time, knowing at
least as well as the critics know that
the mood for grand music is not upon
people at all times and places, such
music is keot within reasonable bounds.
As to the remaining time given to music
and entertainment, let there be no idea
that this category is one given grudging-
ly and under pressure from public or
Press To orovlde relaxation is no
less positive an element than any other. "'^
*33C Year Book, 1923, P 34.
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British progmis are planned, and balanced for con-
trast over ? number of hours. There are no successions
of miscellaneous programs characteristic of the United
States broadcasts.
BBC has formed within its organization several
chorus and orchestra groups. In 1930, the BBC orchestra
was formed with two alternate subdivisions of 79 and 36:
68 and 47. They number 115 in each section.
Some of its musical organizations are:
BBC Symphony Orchestra
BBC Theater Orchestra
B3G Light Orchestra
BBC Bach Orchestra
BBC Studio Symphony
Belfast TTireless Orchestra
The Mialana Studio Orchestra
The stern Stuaio Orchestra
Scottish Wireless Orchestra
The northern Studio Orchestra
The Wireless Chorus
The Wireless Singers
The National Chorus
The BBC Year Book, 1928, states:
"The effect of broadcasting on
the growth of the understanding of
music must already have been pro-
found. Literally, millions of
people have heara, for Lhe first
time in their lives, the simple
youthful and sparkling quartets by
Papa Haydn, and the elegant Mozart,
ana the joyful early quartets of
Beethoven, ana realized that there-
in lies a wealth of melody hitherto
undreamed of; of rhythms that incite
• the toes to tap as well as any reel
or foxtrot."*
*BBC Year Book, 1928, P 85.
re
The BBC Year Book, 1928, gives the following
analysis of a typical winter month's program.
MUSIC
Classical :
Opera, Orchestral, Symphonic,
Chamber, etc.
Light :
Light Opera, Comic Opera,
Light Orchestral.
Popular :
Military Band, Musical Comedy,
Revue, Entertainers, Ballads.
Dance ;
Gramophone Records :
DRAM: Straight Plays
SPECIAL FEATURES
Radio Revels, Round the Continent,
Nightingale, Divers, Miners, etc.
TALKS
News Bulletins
Instructional
Poetry and Literature Readings
RELIGIOUS SERVICES
CHILDREN'S HOUR
MISCELLANEOUS
10.02^
11.35^
26.53fo
12.50^
1.27^.
62.17^
1.69
1.67
5.38"^
14.50^
20 . 83
4.18
7.40
2.06
100 . 00^
I--'Tr-.+
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The BBC had. first thought to broadcast "purely
orchestral and concert transmissions" with occasional news
items. "Dance music was first broadcast from an outside
dance floor on May 24, 1923, (Carlton Hotel) six months
after the 33G began broaacastin^. For more than eight
years it has continued to be a valued and staple item in
trie orogramme s . "*
Since 1925 there has been a series of regular cham-
ber music broaacasts ; in 1926 the public appearance of the
quartet was co-orainateo. with broadcast.
In the season 1926-27 a series of national con-
certs of 150 players was given. Ouest conductors inclu-
ded: Elgar, Hoist, Strauss, Brecher, Scherchen, Molinarl,
Honegger, Ansermet, Siegfried Wagner. This season proved
6 successful that the series was continued another year.
For the last two seasons there have been twenty-
three concerts given at "(Queen's Hall", some with guest
conductors, some with permanent conductor - Adrian Boult.
In addition, there have boen studio concerts every Sun::ay
evening for the same two seasons, given by various sec-
tions of tne BBC orchestral group.
BBC has tried to improve steadily the caliber of
its music. Percy Scholes was early retained as official
critic to the comoany. He had given fortnightly reviews
of BBC progrsms. Ernest Newman now replaces him.
*BBC Year Book, 1932, P 205
.
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While much criticism has been leveled at BBC by the
public for extravagance in paying high prices for new v/orks
,
England, has at least gained a first-class orchestra which
may be rehearsea sufficiently to ensure a good performance
under any conductor. This same orchestra which suffered
in its initial stages from inadequate leadership has now
won a place for itself not only in the radio field but on
the concert stage. 3BG has definitely united its radio
endeavors with actual concerts in every available instance.
From the earliest times opera has been a feature
of BBC broadcasts. Light operas have special studio per-
formances. Chorus groups and weekly vocal and instrumental
recitals are plentiful.
The BBC soends about $2, 000, 000 per year on music
compared with the United States' alleged JlO,000,000. The
BBC orchestras earn for themselves in the concert field,
in addition to their regular budget allowance.
(
GERMNY
Broadcasting in Crermany began in the fall of 1923-
a year later than In England.
In contrast to the highly centralized system of
broadcasting in Great Britain, Germany has a series of
broadcasting companies which serve definite zones; in a
sense, each company is a monopoly in its zone. But the
Reichs-Rundfunk-Gesellschaft serves as a "holding com-
pany" over all the others - a central force which acts
as supervisor in technical difficulties. The ultimate
responsibility of radio is in the hands of the Broad-
casting Commissioner - the Post Master General.
At present there are twenty-eight stations financed
by a license fee of twenty-four shillings from each of the
estimated 4,000,000 listeners.
"Under the influence of the government subsidy the
tendency has been to develop radio as an educational fac-
tor by broadcasting the best music of all ages."*
An outstanding feature of the German programs is
the commissioning of special works to be written for
broadcasting. This has not only given music an Impetus
in the field, but has lead to research in electrical
transmissions, and upon peculiar technic required for
broadcasting, and to a study of tone quality and color.**
Butting, Max: "I'Juslc for and of the Radio", Modern Music
,
March-April, 1931, P 15-
**For further information, see P 98 , Electrical Transcrip-
tions .
168 JB 6-
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"Radio research facilities have been established
at the state academies of music. Here the characteristics
of broadcast music ana the problems of creating new music
for raaio are stuaiecL..
In Germany, the talent for concert or radio is not
concentrated in one area. The various zones are well
balanced in their broaacast offerings. However, chain
broaacasts are available for gala occasions.
CJerman stations exchange programs, not only with
their own zones, but with those of other nations. In the
summer of 1931, the Bayreuth performance of Tristan was
broadcast over 200 stations in three continents.
In the educational field, Germany broadcasts to
about every third school.
"It is said that the broadcasting of German music
in Europe has played a large part in bringing her lete
enemies to an understanding of her great contribution to
the worla's culture . "*fr<*
Ibia, P 19.
**Gorbett, E. A.: "Education by Radio", Bui. Vol. 1, #39,
Dec. 24, 1931, P 157-
3r
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AUSTRIA
Broaacasting in Austria dates from 1924. Private
corporations received licenses to operate under the super-
vision of the Post Master General.
In both Austria and Oermany, the radio is closely
associated with Libraries and Museums. In Austria, par-
ticularly, pictures ana Illustrative material are dis-
tributed previous to a lecture or an orchestra broadcast.
Talent Is concentrated in Vienna, the capital, where
two of the six Austrian stations are located and attract
international attention.
No aavertisinsr, is allowed. License fees range from
two to six schillings, according to the income of the set
owner. At present, the state owns sixty per cent of the
stock of the monopolistic central company. There Is an
estimate of about 371,000 receivers in Austria.
hUNGARY
Hungary has only one station and depends uDon out-
side broadcasts for the most of her programs. There are
about 240,000 receivers in use.
HOLLAND
Holland is unique. There is no license fee; but It
Is usual to subscribe to the religious, political or gen-
r
eral programs broadcast by various stations. The listen-
ers thus support the type of program they wish to receive.
DENMARK
This country should be noted for its wide range
of listeners. It reaches about 600 out of each 1,000
people. There is a license fee of ten crowns on each of
the 437,244 receiving sets. The government controls the
broadcasting situation.
FRANCE
France at present has thirty-one stations which
reach about 2,000,000 sets. Foreign programs are preferred.
In its early history the radio field was rather
disorganized. Amateurs played a large part in the de-
velopment. Rivalry between government and privately
owned stations has made chain broadcasts impossible,
objection being made by the Ministry of Posts and Tele-
graphs .
Programs until recently were not of a very high
type. Advertising is still allowed. Some Enelish
phonograph companies have engaged hours for commercial
broadcasts, nearness to Great Britain making the venture
profitable.
Until 1929 the phonograph field was the more popular
of the two, and there are still many records broadcast
from French companies.
OCC,
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RUSSIA
TThile there is no definite Inform^'tion concerning
the number of stations In the Soviet States, there is an
estimate of from fifty to seventy-five; these stations
reach a wide-spread population by a Judicious placing of
receiving sets In public rooms. Most of the broadcasts
are in the nature of propaganda. Over fifty-three per
cent of the people speak "Crreat Russian" - the general
.
language. Little music reaches the 1,000,000 sets, al-
though there are some opera and concert broadcasts in
the evening hours.
ITALY
Radio In Italy is under government influence, but
is privately owned.
"so far as can be judged, opera is the favourite
broadcast In Italy A Rome station has formed an opera
company of about seventy singers."*
About eleven stations serve the 125,000 receiving
sets
.
OTHER EUROPEAN NATIONS
Since little could be learned of the educational
or music content of programs, it is impossible to give
details of the systems here. However, as an Indication
*3BG Year Booli, 1932, P 40.
-J
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of the wide use of the radio, we are including a table
which will indicate this, and other small items of information.
See Appendix "c", Page 129.
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SOUTH AMERICA
In South Anierican cleveloprQent of radio, Ars-entina
leads, ranking about fourth among the countries of the world.
?Ier radio history dates far back. In 1503, Argentina was
iaterestea in telephony for sea use.
About 1919 a p:roup of a:Qateurs at Buenos Aires were
actually broadcasting opera « the first in any part of the
world. 3ut there were fev; receiving- sets at this time.
In 1922, Radio Sud-America was set up by G-J2. Go. as
a powerful station and was operated jointly by 3^rest Brit-
ain
,
Unitea States, CJeraiany and France. Local concerts
were given.
In 1925, one of the aost oopular stations was Raciio-
Cultura, which devotea aboit forty ner cent of its tine to
advertising, but which gave, nevertheless, fine lectures
ana mueic concerts.
Until 1923 there were no license fees, and only
amateur control. At present raaio is under the supervis-
ion of a government aepartment - the Minister of Marines
and the Minister of tne Interior. Advertising is still
employed for revenue, although a stamp tax is levied on
the permit to operate.
There are now forty-three stations ana about
400,000 sets.
Of the other South American countries, Brazil, Chile,
Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela have the most receiving sets,
and station control.
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ASIA
In Asia, there Is a dread of radio as a social con-
trol. Progress Is barred by despotism, dread pf propaganda,
and government monopoly awicwardly managed. On the whole,
Asia reflects the European type of experiment.
Of the Eastern people, high literacy Is evident
only In the Japanese. But other nations are avid listeners
and are fully prepared for radio.
Japan
Since 1925 Japan has operated radio steadily. It is
really under the monopoly of the Bureau of Communications.
A license fee of one yen per month supports the radio sta-
tions, each station having a monopoly ih its area. For the
nineteen broadcasting stations there are about 795,523 sets-
an all Japanese audience.
The difference in conception between eastern and
western music prevents a wide interchange of program between
continents. However, western music is becoming acceptable
to the Japanese. In their own programs. Jazz - or what cor-
responds to Jazz - predominates. Forty per cent of the
total time on the air is devoted to education, and thirty-
five per cent to entertainment containing what is best In
music
.
OTHER ASIATIC COUNTRIES
In China, radio has its greatest appeal in the foreign
sections. In India, proximity to Russia holds the experi-
mental situation in the hands of strict governmental monopoly.
. sxici
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AFRICA
Most of the African stations are in Egypt,
Algeria, and in the Union of South Africa, representing
in all about eight stations and 45,483 receiving sets.
Little Is known of programs there.
OCEANIA
Radio in Australia and New Zealand began about
1924.
Australian radio until June 30, 1932 will have
been in private control. At the above date, the govern-
ment will assume control.
Australians' dominant interest in education through
radio has made them fear the United States' method of
financing programs. From ^4.25 to |5.84 (according to
the aistance of the receiving set from the station) is the
amount of revenue required from the owner.
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INTSRNATIOMA.L ASPECTS
Tliere are about 1,254 stations In the world at pres-
ent. Almost half of these, 614, are in the United States.
The other 620 are distributed over the rest of the world
population.
The newest way of linkina; the various stations
^nd nations of the world has been through rebro&dcast ing
after pick.-up on short waves. The latter havt? had a
curious history in the United States.
Whe.i it became necessary to adjust the number of
stations in the United States, in 1927, amateurs were
pushed into tne short-wave area, presumaDly a barren field.
Much to their surprise they were hoard at phenomenal
aistances. As early as 1922, Marconi, in a visit to the
United States, urgea experimentation and research on the
short wave area.
Rebroadcasts have been DODular since 1925, when it
was first found that continents could be linkea together.
Some of these hgve become regular features, f^nd may be
classea as educational in matter, since nrograms are pre-
pared which will foster an international <700d-will through
informational lectures. Little music has been attempted
on these programs
.
In 1927 an International R^dio Conference was found
advisaole ; it was held in that year at Washington, D.C.
Seventy-one nations ssnt delegates. Another to be held
(f
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in 1932 is expected to clear the international situation
for better reception.
Hot until 1929 were there two-way broadcasts, and
it remained tor- 1931 to carry South American and Italian
broaacasts to us clearly.
Out of a world population of 1,906,000,000, as es-
timated by the League of Nations, about 120,000,000 are
listeners
.
Certainly the radio has been successful in reach-
ing this large number of people, of having at least this
potential audience within fifteen years of its popular
use
.
Premier Baldwin, in an address given in G-uild Hall,
London, in the fall of 1928, said:
"I believe wireless, comnion or
garden wireless, will be one of
the greatest bonds between the
common peoples of the whole vcrld.
We in Erigland used to regard every
one who lived across the seas as
savages. Nov/, when most people
realize that in whatever country
of Europe man lives he is a human
being like himself, with a family
and a family life, with a wireless
set with service on Suncay and
dancing in the evening and lectures,
then war presents a very different
asDect . "*
*ArnolwL, Frniik A. t "Tendencies in Raaio Advertising",
HBC publication, 1928, No. 9. P 18.

Summary of 77orld Radio
(Continent) (No. of Sets)
North America 12,506,233
South America 721,826
Europe 13,292,097
Asia 849,313
Africa 45,483
Oceania 4o6,425
27,821,377
The detailed list of the distribution of radio
receiving sets for the world is in a table. Appendix "c".
It Indicates the extent to which this sound-reproducing
device is used, and serves as an indication of the potential
spread of music. The universal quality of music, so often
cited. Is a reality in this medium Radio.
The very wide use of music on every nation's pro-
gram Is evidence enough.
if
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ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS
Introduction
Electrical energy was early employed for musical
purposes in 1876 for the mechanism of an organ - by
Charles Spencer Baker.
In 1397, Thaddeus Cahlll, an American Inventor
registered a patent for his first electrical music appara-
tus with 'sound staves'. This was a bulky instrument and
had no sales value. The modern adaption of this principle
was the portable olaying device which could be attached
to any piano for the purpose of making the strings vi-
brate - accomplished by electro-magnetic induction.
Another step after Cahil's Invention was an elec-
tric organ by Wilbur Farrington, an American Inventor who
after twenty-five years of experimentation "built an in-
strument (at present used for therapeutic purposes) with
electrical sound waves of varying form and intensity."*
Later experiments were automatic pianos, phono-
graphs, and orchestrions.
Scientist-musicians are now using electricity
as the basis of a musical art by designing musical
instruments dependent upon this unique force.
Electrical Instruments
One of the electrical instruments which Is in
direct relation to the radio discoveries is the THEREMIN.
*Schilllnger
,
Joseph: "Electricity, a flusical Liberator",
Musical Quarterly, March-Apr 11 1931, P 28.
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It was inveated in 1919 by a Russian scientist-musician,
Theremin, ana introduced to the buying publi3 in the autumn
of 1929. The Instrument resembles a radio, but is played
by electrical sensitivity of the human being, which sets
sound waves in motion according to bodily movement, the
tone beini? augmented by the radio-amplifiers. In the
original model, the uncertainty of finding exact distances
which determines the pitch was a wwali feature. RCA de-
monstrated the Theremin at the world's fair - radio - at
Madison Square (hardens. New York City, in Seotember 1929,
in the hODe of commercializing the project.
Latest models have added a keyboard and finger con-
trol.
Solo demonstrations h^ve excited curiosity, but
little stable enthusiasm. There have been instances of
its use in radio orchestral concerts; its oeculiar pene-
trating tones were thought to be a happy substitute for
the lowest bass strings.
Other instruments on the same principle came out in
1922, one by CJivelet and the other by Hugoniot, both in
France
.
In 1927, Jorg Mager invented a keyboard instrument
called a Spherophone - on the electric principles.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been
experimenting with racio- instrument s • There was a demon-
stration in the summer of 1930 of an Instrument in which

beams of light and photo-electric cells were used to pro-
auce new musical qualities. It is played like a piano.
Maurice Martenot, a Chicago scientist, has Just
recently invented a new radio-piano, tubes replacing the
strings
.
Bechstein, In 1931 » produced a combination Diano,
spinet, harmonium, phonograph, and radio. This German
model, a Glaviphone, was to have been introduced to the
United States.
Other instruments are reported as inventions on the
electric principle - one, a Dynaphone by Rene Bertrand,
Hugoniot, and Givelet. A G-erman inventor, Dr. Trautweln,
has presented an instrument which he has called Trautonium.
He is a writer for the German magazine, FUNK, and is
active at the research laboratories, radio division, of
the Berlin State Conservatory.
Electrical Recordings
American telephone engineers investigating pure
acoustics, electrical transmissions, and radio have been
responsible for advance into sound reproducing fields.
Electrical transcriptions were first accepted as
a perfected process in 1929, and since then there has been
a steady increase in its use, since artists can be assembled
for recording over a wide area, and distribution of the
record can be deliberately managed.
9i
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An electrically transci ibed prop-ram is one that lias
been recoraea at sosie central point: in the radio field,
copies are aistributed among the stations one wishes to
reach - a tactic called syndication of the record. These
sa.ne records may be used for educational purposes, in the
schools, or on an electrical phonograph.
That the transcriptions are growing in popularity
is shown by the report that "more than seventy-five regu-
lar weelily electrical transcr iot ion programs were on the
air unaer commercial sponsorship at the beginning of this
year . "*
Until February 15, 1932, electrical transcr ictions
and phonograph records had to be clearly stated as such.
A new FRC ruling somewhat relaxed the stringent restric-
tions .
These electrical transcriptions are made on wax
discs Just like any other record, ana are made to revolve
in 33 1/3 revolutions per minute, the rate of the new
slow playing records recently presentea to the phonograph
public. A double outlet is assured here.
These transcriptions are reported as having another
large sale in motion picture houses to fill in the silent
spaces formerly filled by retained musicip.ns.
New tone colors are said to be available through
these electrical impulses. Tones may be filtered of all
<*"San on Records is Liftea" , New York Times, Sunday,
Jan. 24, 1932, P 14-X.
i
overtones, and combined with other timbres to create new
qualities. Germany in her "Wireless Academy" Is already
experimenting: indeed, works have been written directly
for wireless consumption by Butting, Weill, Hindemlth,
Hermann, Kumpert, Pepping, Eisler, and other German com-
posers. Other European nations are looking into these
experiments with more interest, and with curiosity. So
far, there has been no development in the United States.
Closely allied to both Television and to electri-
cal transmissions is FACSIMILIE BROADCASTING. "This is
a Drocess of transmitting drawings, text or other graphic
material by radio to appropriate receiving sets in the
home or school where such material is reproduced."*
Europe and the United States have tried and have
abandoned this type of broadcasting through lack of
public support. There Is also a need of international
regulation upon what may or may not be revealed In this
meaium.
It has been suggested that electrical transcrip-
tions may replace the short wave broadcasting which had
been expected to present an international aspect to radio.
But the field is too new to be sure, as yet.**
Certainly the phonograph and radio fields are per-
manently tied through this new process. We cannot begin t
speculate unon the possibilities for new orchestrations or
new instruments.
*Tyson, L:Editor, "Present and Impending Applications to
Education of Radio and Allied Arts". Second Edition, re
vised, of publication by Nat. Adv. Council on Radio in
Education. N.Y., 1932, P 43
1
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SOUND MOTION PICTURES
"The rapid and amazing adaptation of sound to motion
picture entertainment since tne fall of 1926 has led to the
slightly erroneous belief that talking pictures are some-
thing new under the sun, when, as a matter of fact, the
development of sound was certainly corollary with, and
some say, was even tne forerunner of the moving picture."*
Edison's kinetoscope of 1394 (although preceded by
othei crude attempts) was Lue first synchronization of
sound anu sight. "The Life of Mary Stuart" was the name of
their experimental film.
One of the first really successful talking moving
pictures was invented by Ernest Ruhmer of Berlin, in 1907,
who called his apparatus a photograghone
.
About 1907, nxigene August in Lauste, a former em-
ployee of Edison, was conducting souna and film experiments
in London.
Approximately 1909, Carl Laemmle, president of Uni-
versal Pictures Corpora"^. ion, imDorted a German sound-sight
invexition callea a Synchroscooe
; although it enjoyed random
enthusiasm it was not adopted for use.
In 1908, Edison again experimented - this time oro-
ducing nis cameraphone , but it gradually sank into aisuse.
On February 17, 1913, he presented a Kinetophone for
a premiere. This was an advance over anything yet oroauced,
out still no commercial use was mnde of the instrument.
*Hays, Will H. : See ana Hear. P 33-
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In 1921, another atteapt at talking Dictures was .nade
this year, D* W. Griffith showea a picture, "Dream Street",
T7ith a souna accompaniment, in the Town Kali, New York City.
Ti-e aevice was a Photokinema.
A'oout 1925, Lee deForest presented his Phonofilm, an
important advance towards modern talkies.
Success in the French field was first achieved by
Le'on Gaumont , head of the French cinematograuh establish-
ment bearing his name: 1902 was his first successful year.
But in 1910, a chronoohone, his new inventioi^ received the
approval of the French Academy of Science. Excerpts from
operas, ballets, etc., have been recorded and projected by
this machine.
In the ecirly days of the cinema, Sigmund Lubin, a
native of Philadelphia, rented with his films graraoDhones
ana records to accompany these motion pictures. In the
very early houses were also usea Wurlitzer Band Units.
There was still one house in Philadelphia (1929) that em-
ployed this electrical apparatus for the musical accom-
paniment .
As early as such a production as "The Birth of a
Nation", there were indications that the oroducers were
seeking the use of synchronization. In this Darticular
picture, a score was assembled and presented to the thea-
tres for use in creating proper mood. The fact that some
theatres would or could not use the su??3:ested score brought
Ir
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out coaunents by Joseph Breil and others that the producers
shoula copyrisiht their oue sheets along with the picture -
an impossibility, of course.
In 1922, Dr. Lee deForest, an electilcal engineer,
announced tne completed invention of a synchronized voice
with film. Electrical industries and capital backed the
talkie idea. "'Synchronized' in the modern moving picture
sense means that after certain films have been made it is
possible to add a sound accompaniment sdju^ted to the pic-
ture as an appropriate background."*^
From 1921 to 1926 when talkies were introduced to
the United States, engineers had been studying transmis-
sion via telephone, raaio, and phonograph with a view to
aaapting their findings in sound-movies. Quality and vol-
ume were stumbling blocks.
Several groups experimented.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories investigated in two
fields: the recording of sound on discs, synchronized with
film, and also the recording of sound on the edge of the
film itself.
The Warner Brothers, seeing the Bell experiments,
ana believing firmly in the future of sound, received a
license in April 1926 from Western Electric to 'oroduce t-slk-
ies unaer its system of patents. Warner Brothers used the
disc, ana called their aevice the Vitaphone.
*Rapee, Erno: "Future of Music in Moviedom" , Etude
,
Sep-
tember, 1929. P 650.
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Preliminary to releasing a lone; feature, Warners
experimented with a half aozen short subjects to be re-
leased az their only sound-eiuippea theatre at Broadv/ay
and Fifty-second Street, i^lew York: City. On August 6,
1926, ca.ae tne premiere. The short subjects included
songs by Martinelli, Marion Talley , and Anna Case, violin
solos by Zimbalist and Elman. The feature picture was
"Don Juan" synchronized by the New York Philharmonic Or-
cnestra under the direction of Henry Hadley.
Intense interest was aroused. More short pictures
were synchronized. In six months one-hundred theatres
were equipped with sound.
The Jolson picture - mostly singinsc - which was
introduced in October 1927 was an inst^-nt success.
In June 1926, Fox-Case Corporation ^resented their
s ound-on-f ilm device - the Movietone. News films were
their first releases, and in January 192? at their pre-
miere, in aaaition to "What Price aiory", songs by Raquel
keller were reproduced. In ?^ay 192?, a film "Seventh
Heaven" was presentea, fully synchronized.
It was Fox, who, with educational intent, intro-
Quced to the public the voices of monarchs and celebrities
of various nations.
Parallel with the Bell developments, General Elec-
tric Company was experimenting. In 1927, RCA took: over
(I*
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their finished product and named it Photophone, and the
RGA Photophone Company was immediately or(3;anized.
By 1923 all the major studios were preparino; to
produce sound films. In the fall of 1929 over 5,000
United States theatres were equipped to receive these
new films. Music included in these pictures was ex-
pertly played, quite a change from the "picked-up" or-
chestras of some of the city theatres. However, these
orchestras, poor as they may have been, had prepared the
audience for the mode of musical extravaganzas.
On December 16, 1926 a film record was demonstra-
ted at the Sorbonne, Paris. This was a step towards
sound- movies
.
By 1929 three French cinema comDanies were using
mechanical accompaniments.
With the aavent of the synchronized film^ accom-
paniments of mechanical music were revived. The Leger-
Murphy absolute film, "Ballet Mechanique" , was originally
conceived with an ac 2ompaniment of electrical pianos com-
pcseu .by George Antheil.
In Paris, stuaio 28, Les Agr iculteurs , sound was
obtained by gramoDhone records and an electric Pleyela.
Cine-Latin, another cinema house, employed an electro-
magnetic meloalum, amplified by loud speakers.
Ic
I
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Two Danish scientists - Axel Peterson and Arnold
Paulson - have an invention registered under the name of
British Acoustic Films, and under the aanaffement of the
Gaumont Company. The first actual public use of British
Acoustic Films was in the play "Marygold" at the Kinsway
Tneatre, Lonaon. British Acoustic Files anu brunswick
are co-operating in research.
From 1929-1931, concentration was uoon dialogue.
But later in 1931. music was beginning to oe used as a
mood creator, and as a trans it ion^^.l factor. All record-
ing is electrically aone . Amplifiers give i.he necessary
volume
.
The phenoaenal development of this sound-sight
meaium is cei-tainly due to the high perfection already
reached of the silent film photography, together with the
influence of electrical transcriptions engenderea in the
souna field.
1931 really completed the hectic period of putting
sound into all available motion picture houses. 1932 is
presumably to be spent in perfecting apparatus.
In an attempt to gain a clear picture of the part
that music plays in the motion pictures with sound accom-
paniment, questionnaires vrere sent to eleven of the lead-
ing stuaios. Some of the answers weic obviously the prod-
uct of publicity departments; some were valuable as an
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indication of trend and of difficulties to be met by the
music directors.
The answers to the questionnaires gave this general
inf oraat ion
:
1. All agreed that from ninety to one-hunared per
cent of all pictures (full lenaith features, short fea-
tures, or eaucational films) contained music of some kind.
2. "Dramatic" use of music, i.e., a selection of
music accompanied by action was rarely used, by some
studios not at all.
3* Of the music usea in the films, classical mu-
sic composes from twenty-five to seventy-five Der cent.
Columbia reports that "foreign silent versions use about
ninety per cent standard music, ten per cent popular. "*
4. I.!ost of the studios have synchronized scores
to the foreign silent versions of domestic talking pic-
tures .
5. First National Studios were the only oro-
ducers who claimed presentation of vocal and instrumental
soloists ana symphony orchestras - but these oictures
were rare.
6. In the educational children's films there v;as
no attempt to use the better t,ype of music.
7. Estimates of the number of people viewing the
pictures of any one stuuio's pictures could not be made.
•^Letter to writer, i\iovember 19j)l.
(
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8. Th3 aaaount of music used in talking pictures
varies. Columbia estimated from two to five per cent;
Paramount claimed aoout one-thirc of the picture was mu-
sic; RKO-Radio gave fifteen oer cent as the fir;ure.
Tx^o questionnaires included some interesting cor-a-
niiints on tlie use of music in talking pictures.
Mr-. Nathaniel FinBLon, head of the Music Depart-
ment of Paramount Publix Corporation, say s
:
"Music is becoming increasingly
important in the proauction of sound
pictures. Producers are learning
that proper backgrouna music is as
important tc a talking picture as the
symphony orchestra in the silent pic-
ture days was to the de-luxe theater."
Mr. Max Steiner, General Musical Director of the
RKO Radio Studios, s?y8
:
"Music is a universal languj^^e and
will alv/ays have its nlac© in any
klna of entertainment, either on the
stage or the screen. At the present
time the motion picture industry shows
a trend towards putting more and more
music into their pictures. I believe
tnat within six months (from November 11,
1931) we vvill make musical pictures
again, but it is ray conviction tnat a
newer and better technique will oe
used." (Letter to writer).
Mr. Davia Mendoza of the First National Studios giv
tnis information:
"In the talking picture, music is
very unimportantly incidental, but
in the synchronized silent oicture

Ill
the niuslc served to accentuate nooa
— ara:na and dynamics. Some day, in
the future, a blenaing of Dialogue
ana Music will produce the perfect
form of entertainment but till now -
tne meaium is still in the experi-
mental stbige" . (Letter to writer).
A most interesting phase of scoring for pictures wa
brought out in the following communication from Miss Les-
lyn MacDonalu, of the Music Depart.nent of the Columbia
Pictures GoriDOration:
"The status of music in Dictures
toaay is undergoing a great change
at just this time; whether or not
there will be a roturn to more music
in pictures, or 9 use of still less
is a matter for conjecture of the
Trade papers. "That music is_ used
is being scored with greater care
and discrimination as to its neces-
sity and significance for the gener-
al dramatic effect, rather than with
the wholesale "spotting" of songs as
during the early days of the "iiusi-
cals". Some excellent examples of
this now use of music may be noticed
in "street Scene", "The Yellow Ticket"*,
"Heart in Hand"
,
"Transatlantic"^,
"Heaven on Earth", and our own "Plati-
num Blonde"*.
A film which uses the story of
s igiil+' icance of a compos it ion as its
theme ....is considered a "drcimatic"
use of the music, and is expressly
excluded from the larger producers'
contract with Electrical Research
Products Inc. and the American Society
of Composers Publishers and Authors.
Such a use requires a special license,
ana as it uses the music to a greater
extent than an incident ^^l license and
there is deemed worthy of greater roy-
alty payment. The variance between
*Wrlter has seen pictures checked and noted use of music
to mark transitions ana to indicate intensity of emotion.
IC
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copyright situations in this country
and abroad, is such that the nroducers
are somewhat wary ol using classical
compositions which may, upon exporta-
tion of the picture, turn out to de
heavily piotected in Europe, while in
tne public domain in America. Some
exarapies of such comDositlons are
"The Blue Danube Waltz", all of fil-
bert and Sullivan's melodies, Grieg's
"Peer Gynt Suite". Only lately have
the compositions of Chopin been re-
leased to tne public domain for the
worla . " (Letter to the writer)
.
The above statement by Miss MacDonald would seem to
inaicate one important reason for the avoidance of the
classical type of composition - protection from legal
entanglements. The copyright laws of the United States
are at variance with the laws of European countries. Re-
cent attempts to legislate have been blocked by different
organized grouDS. ''JThile it is a distinct advantage to
have heavy protection, the copyright laws on the repro-
ducing of the best music have succeeded only in making
license fees prohibitive.
Other directors of studio music have varying ideas
on the function of the scoring in pictures.
Arthur Kay of the Fox studios has the ideal of an
Impressionistic accompaniment through the whole Dlcture.
Zuro, late of the Path^ studios, felt that each
cnaracter should have his theme, an original one prefer-
aoiy, to establish his position in the production.
Bakaleinikoff
,
formerly of Columbia stuaios, said
"it isn't possible to have enough action in the talkies.
c
We must have music to sustain the interest of the audience."
Mr. Erno Rapee, formerly of the First National
Studios, seems to sum up the situation when he says: "The
main thing .... about the music of the picture is that it
be identical with the main purpose of the picture itself.
It is the picture as a whole and the score as a whole, the
tout ensemble which really counts."**
If music for the films has been at times petty and
uninteresting, we must remember that the time between the
completion of a picture and its release is so short that
little original work: can be contributed. At best, the
scores must be an assembly of known music, adequately pro-
tected "from the copyright owners". Too, films are
short-lived, and the effort of producing an original score
is hardly justified by its short life. The prevailinf^
monotony of choice of selections is somewhat explained
by the need of abundant melody for reproducing music suc-
cessfully: few compositions of worthy content contain
melody with the desired emphasis, and the few that are avail
able are used again and again.
Education
The motion picture industry is primarily concerned
with entertainment, and as we have seen, the music used
*Arvery, Verna : "Present Day Musical Films and How They are
Made Possible", Etude, January 1931, P 61.
*-"^Rapee, Erno: "Future of Music in Moviedom", Etud^
,
September 1929, P 699.
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Is for the most part of a light and Dopular type.
Some educational films are produced: for instance,
operatic shorts - two-reel operas - are to be released for
educational use. But studios release very few in propor-
tion to their other features, since box-office receipts
are of the first interest. Managers insist that educa-
tional features do not bring adequate funds or large
audiences. Welfare Leagues insist that educational
films, well advertised and pointed out as such, are well
attended.
There is evidence that some of the motion picture
trad© magazines, notably the Motion Picture Herald, have
formed departments whose work it is to draw attention to
the best and most educational pictures with the following
aims in mind:
"To encourage children to see the
best things of the screen, thereby
leaving them less time and money
for the poorer kind.
"To have the entertainment screen
contribute directly and construct-
ively to their education.
"By winning suooort for high type
pictures to offer an Incentive to
producers to make more of the same
kind".*
It is Interest of this sort that can bear some
weight on the whole ensemble of the film - content, score.
Motion Picture Herald, January 16, 1932, P 22.
no
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Visual education I3 becomlag a part of the school
curriculum. Some comoanles have <^ooa portable talUlns;-
nim projectors.
Foreign Educational Ventures
Europe has not yet become "moving picture minded".
British films are, on the whole, still very crude. ITur
does Great Britain hold any great opinion of the general
educational value of moving pictures.
Italy, on the other hana, has divided her country
Into nineteen provinces with as many libraries for the
schools : travelling exhibitors supplement the regular cur-
riculum.
France is also keenly interested in the education-
al aspect of the films. As early as 1926 there were from
16,000 to 10,000 projectors In schools and other educa-
tional Institutions: there is also a national cinema or-
ganization of which the scientific side is highly developed.
Prominent French composers, Milhaud, Honneger, Satle, have
Interested themselves in arrangements for films. The lat-
ter has favored repetition of rhythmic and melodic fig-
ures to accent character and mood. The general idea of
the French composers is to have the music prominent - the
acting merely a part of the emotional quality. This is
of course contrary to the usually understood place of music
in American films where music is an Incidental accompani-
ment .
I:
German Sound Pilms
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Meydam, a CJerman film magnate, estimates the num-
ber of sound theatres In Germany to be 3,300; only 200
silent theatres are operating.
Ufa makes pictures in both France and G-ermany and
In adaition aistrlbutes in Europe and the Americas. It
is tne largest of the German companies, controlling about
110 theatres in that nation.
In Germany the film operetta Is being experimented
with. In addition to the Kulturf
o
rschungs Inst itut in
Berlin, a special cinema office has been established to
approve artistic, educational and cultural films.
None of the Suropean studios have music depart-
ments as highly organized as one finds in the United
States
.
.r'
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CONCLUSION
There is an estimated weekly moving picture audience
of 90,000,000 people - men, women, children - in the United
States alone: in the world, 250,000,000.
On the books of the film distributors there are
about 22,000 theatres for the United States: 13,223 are
equipped with sound apparatus; the rest are prepared to
show only silent films. Every week the thirty key-cities
(the principle cities of the nation) which contain about
180 sound-equipped theatres report their receipts as
varying from $2,000,000 to 12,500.000. The world theatres
number about 50,000. This seems to indicate that the sound
moving pictures are a popular source of entertainment.
While the music included in these presentations is usually
of the lighter type, again we have an audience being ex-
posed to the art. The tendency of the Musical Directors
to Include more extended scores of the better grade of
music must automatically affect the listeners to a favour-
able response from constant exposure to it.
?'J
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TELEVISION
RADIOVISION - RADIOMOVIES
Sixty years ago, scientists were startled into think:-
ing of television. The first efforts to send pictures over
wires were in imitation of the action of the eye, changing
light into electricity.
About 1880 Ernest Ruhmer, on the basis of an Invention
of Carey's, transmitted soige small figures. This was a
German experiment. In 1873 Willoughby Smith, a cable opera-
tor made some important experiments.
One of the first television patents was taken out by
Paul Niplcow, a German, in 1884. Plotnow, in the same year,
made suggestions which were later taken up by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, in the 1927 demonstration.
Dr. Alexanderson, consulting engineer of the General Elect-
ric Company and of RCA, has given an exhibition of tele-
vision based upon the initial experiments of Nipkow.
The images sent over the wires, at first, were in
black and white and shades of gray.
Prominent scientists of to-day interested in this
new art are J.J. Baird, Max Diekmann, C. Francis Jenkins,
and von Mehaly, all of whom have demonstrated their own
particular version of sending images.
Television is the process of transmitting living
images by wire. Radiovision is the process of trans-
mitting images by radio from living subjects. Radio-
movies mean more specifically the broadcast records on
,-f o f
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film of these persons and scenes.
Television Is the process already in use by some of
the telephone companies of the various nations. But of the
four countries that have been most successful with experi-
ments - United States, Great Britain, France, Austria -
only Balrd, the Scotchman^ has transmitted faces that are
clearly visible. Many fllckerlngs from Interference (simi-
lar to sound Interference) are yet a problem. As yet there
Is no one way to transmit Images, one reason for the con-
tinued crudeness and uncertainty in the field.
Radlomovles and Radlovlslon have been the ready
Instrument of Jenkins. He solicited the aid of amateurs,
and began on July 2, 1928 to regularly broadcast radlo-
movles that he might obtain their comments on reception,
and perfect his devices.
Both Phonograph and Radio Industries are interested
In this new proposition. The gramophone Company has given
an exhibition of a British invention: RCA in the United
States seems to be the most active exhibitor.
In this country. Television companies are being rapid-
ly formed. There are two groups of experimenters: the
Radio Business, and private interests. The Federal Radio
Commission grants only temporary licenses, as yet, and does
not recognize Television as a medium for advertising. Con-
sequently there has been no commercial soonsorship of the
experiments
.
rr
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However, the Radio Companies are preparing for the
use of Television in their broadcasts. Of the twenty-nine
Television stations now operatinjz; in the United States,
eleven are licensed by RCA. The other chain - CBS - has
of late entered the experimental broadcasting field. Al-
ready there is an estimated audience of 8,000 to 25,000.
About the first station to broadcast Radio and
Television programs was WOR, in November 1927. In 1928,
WEAF went on the air with images. In January of that year,
Alexanderson gave his first demonstration in Schenectady,
lien York. In 1928, there were about ten stations giving
regular Television broadcasts.
In 1927 there was only one-way Television. In 1931,
two-way Images were sent.
Mergers of the Sound Motion Picture and Radio
Industries seem to point the way to the use of Television
as a definite entertainment medium of the future. It has
been predicted for wide public use within the next ten
years. When it does appear, the Sound Motion Pictures
will have prepared the people for the mechanical repro-
duction of both sight and sound.
Radio City - that latest project for a miniature
city in the heart of Manhattan - is prepared to house
every kind of sight and sound performance.
The effect of Television Broadcasting on Music is
a matter of conjecture. It is expected that Opera will
reach new popular heights. Certainly its sound reproduction
1/
3i Oi
will gain with an accompanlTnent of images.
With the appearance of sight with sound uDon the
Radio, the spoken word may take precedence over Music. But
until Television, or Radiovision, does appear more generally,
music will probably continue to hold first place in the
entertainment field.
e<
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CONCLUSION
Each sound-reproducing device - player, phono-
graph, radio - and the newer sound-sight reproducing
media, has served as an ever growing influence upon the
people. In search of entertainment, audiences have grown
larger and larger. The appeal has been international,
not local.
So far, the Phonograph has most consistently made
available the greatest amount of the best in music. But
it finds fewer contacts with the public than does the
Radio or the Sound Motion Picture. These latter fields
are the mass producers of music.
The tendency at present is toward a higher musical
standard. Although we should be content that these va-
rious devices, in a short span of fifty years, have made
the public musically-minded, there is still much to be
desired. There must be a greater sensitiveness to the
cultural side of music. Big Business must be willing to
foster that ideal.
But with the sound-sight reproducing media for
entertainment and education merging in their perfected
forms who can predict what the world will be heir
to in the years to come?
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APPENDIX A
Mergers
Prominent as the head of one series of mergers is
the Radio Corporation of America, incorporated in 1919. It
has allied itself with alaaost every field of sound and sight
reproduction. It controls about 4,000 patents, and its latest
venture is the proposed Radio City to be built in New York,
and equipped to house twenty-seven broadcasting studios, tele-
vision and moving picture facilities, theatres, opera.
Some of its mergers follow:
RCA and Victor Talking Machine Company (1928)
RCA and CJeneral Motors (1929)
RCA and R.K.O. (1928)
FCA-Victor and RCA-Photophone (1932)
It is closely allied to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Motion Picture Studios, and with the Radio-Pathe, and Radio-
RKO studios. It controls radio stations WEAF, WOR, WJZ.
Until February 1932, RCA had controlled the Leo Feist and
the Carl Fischer Music Companies, but these have now re-
verted to their former owners.
Other mergers have been executed by Columbia
Phonograph Company. It owns the CBS chain of broadcasting;
It has contractual agreements with Paramount-Famous-Las ky
Motion Picture Company which gives to the latter a share in
profits up to 12|- per cent. British Columbia Phonograph
Company has until 1932 controlled the American branch, but
after the recent merger of EWJ (G-ramophone Company, England)
the American Columbia was forced into an agreement with
1 b IJE:
(jrlgsby-drunow, a combination known as Columbia-Majestic.
There Is an international chain of Columbia PhonograDh
Companies - which has been the result of mergers of or
contractual agreements between foreign Phonograph Companies
and Columbia.
In 1930, Brunswick, which represents both Radio and
Phonograph Interests, merged with Warner Brothers (Vltaphone).
There Is a close alliance In all fields. The
extent of the English and American co-operative under-
takings may be more easily seen In the diagram on the
following page.
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Appendix 3
Jistrioution of itadio lieceivijog dets
in the united Jtateia
Census rsureau., 19oU
:3tate iiumber of oets Per cent of total
in fauilies families owning sets
xilabama 56,,491 9.5
Ari zona 19
,
,295 18.1
Arkansas 4J, 248 9.2
California 839 ,846 51.9
C olorado 101
,
376 37,8
213 821 54.
9
Dp! ewA t*pX/ w ju w vf a J- w 27 183 45 .
8
Jistrict of
Columbia 67 ,880 53.9
^'lorida 58 ,446 15.5
Georgia 64 ,908 9.9
Idaho 32 ,869 30.3
Indiana 351 ,540 41.6
Illinois 1,075 ,134 55 .
6
Iowa 309 ,327 48.6
Kansas 139 ,52 7 38.8
IZentucky 111 ,452 18,3
Louisiana 54 ,364 11.2
-'aine 77 ,803 39 .
2
r
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otate ijumber of sets i'er cent of total
in families families owning sets
-.aryland 165,465 42.9
Massachusetts 590,105 57.6
-lichigan 599,196 50.6
-.»icio o i ppi 25,475 5.4
Missouri 352,252 37.4
ITinneso ta 287,880 47.3
^lontana 43,809 32. U
lie braska 164,324 47.8
I^ew Jersey 625,639 63.4
lie\'i iork 1,829,1..:3 57.8
Nevada 7 , 869 30.6
New Hampshire 53,111 44.4
New Mexico 11,404 11.5
North Carolina 72,329 11.2
North Jakota 59,352 40.8
Ohio 810,76? 47.7
Oklahoma 121,973 21.6
Oregon 116,299 43.5
Pennsylvania 1,076,770 48.1
.-ihode island 94,594 57.1
ioutii Carolina 28, J07 7.7
douth Jakota 71,361 44,2
Tennessee 86,229 14.3
rr
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dumber of sets
in families
ji'er cent of total
families owning sets
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Jashington
,;est Virginia
.'isoonsin
..'/oming
25 7,686
39 ,913
96,569
180,229
87,469
364,4^5
19,482
18.6
41.1
44.6
18.2
42.3
51.1
34,0
12,078,345 40.3
Total nunber of families in tiie united "-tates was
29,980,146. x'opu.lation per famil.y was 4.1.. Estlm-steu num-
bsr of listeners - 50,030,000.
rI
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.-iPPIDNDIX G
Siicmiary of ^^orld Kadio
North America
Nation
Alaska
iSahamas
stations
a
Jets
1,5U0
300
Information
Barbados
iJerraudas
iiritish
nonduras
Canada
Canal zone
Costa jrtica
Gaba
84
70
ijominican itepublic 1
j-rench <»est
Indies
Greenland
Gruatemalia
250
Haiti
700
82
!84,580
300
250
28,875
1,375
100
26
250
1,000
U.S. regulations
Broadcasting is for-
bidden. License fee
for sets, 5 shillings,
(?1.21')
Radio began in 1925. A
license is required, ihe
stations are supported
by the broadcaster.
Station supported by
broadcaster.
Station supported by
broadcaster.
See Page 75,
No fee. under U.S.
Military regulations.
Broadcasting began about
1920. Supported by the
broadcaster,
i)teady progress, dee
Page 74,
No development, The sta-
tions are controlled by
the government, i.<o fee.
Annual fee, 10 francs,
^ 39 cents i
No fee, i>roadcaster
supports the station-
\ amateur ;
Installation fee, 5
quetzals v$5.00 )
The single station is
devoted to education, i^o
fee: government monopoly.
:iOfli z
i^orth America, continued
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i^ation citations
iiondaras 2
tiamaica
Mexico 39
Miq^uelon
etherland
n. Indies
i^ewfoundland
,
ijabrador, ot.
Johns
i^icaragua u
Panama
Porto iiico
Salvador 1
ciets Information
Trinidad
,
xobago
United
otates 614
v irgin
islands
86
250
100,000
100
50
1,375
50
300
5,000
1,000
40
12,078,345
50
l^,bUb,2c}3
J^lo fee. broadcaster
supports. Poor climatic
conditions
,
No license but an in-
stallation fee req^uired.
See page 74.
Annual fee , 10 francs
,
Climate is bad for radio
reception, broadcaster
supports
.
Radio is popular, isroad-
caster supports.
Little development. An
installation fee repaired.
Broadcasting forbidden.
Permits for listeners
are $2.50.
U.S. regulations.
Grovernment monopoly. An
installation fee of ^5.00
and annual fee of ;pl8.00,
Fee varies from 10 shil.
lings to a pound ^^2.43
to ^4.87.)
See Pages 44-73.
Under united states
regulations
.
I
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oouth America
i'jation
Argentina
uolivia
nrazil
British
uuiana
uhile
Colombia
iiicuador
D'alkland. I,
i?r. ^juiana
Paraguay
Peru
iiurinara
u ruguay
Venezuela
stations
37
20
1
7
8
1
u
1
3
27
::>e ts
400,000
100
Information
190,000
25
35,000
500
150
16
8
150
70,000
18
18,865
2,500
No fee. oets are
registered, oee Page 92.
Allow 5-miMtes per day
for advertising, ihe
listener supports with a
fee of !;^12.25. monopoly.
Installation fee-;g;2.40.
Poor climate.
1^0 data.
Register the sets, but
no fee required.
Radio began in 1929.
Receiving sets must be-
long to members of the
radio clubs, roor cli-
mate •
Little progress.
Poor climatic conditions.
Poor climate.
Great interest in radio,
urovernment owns and oper-
ates the stations. A few
of ^4,87 required.
1^0 data.
liroadcaster supports.
nine interest.
Fee of 60 bolivars per
year v|11.58.)
721,826
I
«J.
V
B
9\
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jiiai'ope
i\ation Stations Sets Information
Albania
Austria
Azores
Belgium
Bulgaria
Gzecho
-
Slovakia
Danzig
Denmarlc
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
1
6
11
5
1
4
3
30
28
Hungary
12
439,332
25
69,437
1,612
325,000
16,000
437.244
15,869
106,559
2,000,000
3,241,725
150
1,500
273,000
No data*
Fee varies from 24-72
schillings i|3. 36-^10. o8 )
See Page 88,
Poor climate
,
Fee of 65 cents, inroad
-
caster supports.
Broadcasting is dis-
couraged by the government,
ree is ^1,44.
Monopoly, Good activity,
ree of ^3.60,
Served by German stations
and there is a fee of
$5 • 88
.
See Page 89.
Peasant class predominates,
so little development.
ree from |2. 40-^4. 00.
Hear many j^uropean pro-
grams, j^ee is 1^2,00.
See Page 89.
See Pages 86-87.
Spanish programs are
most popular, ree of
^2.43
.
Radio was restricted
until 1926. xhe govern-
ment is soon to take
part. j?ee is ;}i6.50«
Fee is 45 cents per month.
A monopoly.
I; ric
001. , .
iliurope, contiaued
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nations stations 3ets Information
Iceland
Irish i*ree
States
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Laxembarg
Madiera
Malta
Netherlands
worway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
iipain
Sweden
2
11
1
1
1
7
13
8
1
14
32
3,500
26,000
126,000
36,300
12,000
2,000
180
250
253,527
60,000
230,000
2,500
40,000
550,000
460,750
Population centralized.
Lrovernment control.
Grovernment monopoly.
I'ee of ^2,43 ^er year.
See Page 90. Fee is|3.90v
Fee is
^i)4.56. uovern-
ment monopoly.
Fee is ^gJlO.OO per year.
No data^
No data.
Installation fee - fl)2.67
and sets fee of ^2, A3.
voluntary subscriptions.
One of the best radio
developments in £jurope.
Fee of 95.36.
Fee of ^3.36 per year.
Monopoly.
Tax, not a fee
,
Subscriptions of i^3.60
per year, oince 1929
the government has limited
radio.
Allow advertising of
5 -minutes per hour,
ree is 97 cents.
Active interest, especially
in education, x ee is
!tj)2,60 in addition to
installation fee of about
fl)10,72.
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Surope , continued
imtion Stations sets Information
Switzerland
Turkey
(Euro -Asia )
6
2
100,000
7,500
Fee is ^3.oo.
Fee is ;p44,00. There is
limited privilege for
listeners.
Russia
^Suro-Asia j
United ii.ingdo^
Jugoslavia
50 or
75
21
3
1,000,000
3,411,910
42,000
See J:'age90 >
See Pages 77-85,
Only music is allowed
to be broadcast, ree
is ^1.32 %
13, 292,097
Ir
eJ . .
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Asia
iNation
Aden
Arabia
Ueylon
uhina
Chosen
rrench mdia
i^rench Indo-
china
nong Kong
India
Iraq
Japan
ivwantiing
Macao
etherland
iiiast indies
ir'alestine
rersia
Philli pines
oiam
otrai ts
6e t tlements
Syria
stations
1
14
1
oe ta
10
20
1,500
15,UO0
12,u00
1,000
25
1,760
7,672
50
795,523
3,910
40
1,000
150
300
3,600
5,043
550
150
Information
No data ,
No data.
No data %
Broadcasters support.
Limited by ^Japanese
regulations, xce, ^16,48
Fee 39 cents.
iiets are limiteo. to
government officials.
Fee is ^2,20, uovern-
ment monopoly,
British control, ree of
13.65,
Installation fee. ir-oor
climate.
See Page 93-
Japanese regulations.
ree of f6.48
.
Hear both Chinese and
Japanese programs.
Just beginning to
broadcast.
Hear both iiiUropean and
Asiatic programs.
Low financial condition.
U.S. regulations.
Permits required, wo fee
Crovernment monopoly.
Fee is 96 cents
.
4
1
19
1
U
11
2
849,313
9:
r,
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Africa
rmtion Stations Sets
Algeria 2 10,000
Angola 1 100
ijaautoland 15
iiechuanaland 15
iselgian Congo IE
British oomali-
land 8
liritish
ivest Indies 75
Canary I. 2 200
iilgypt 3 500
Ethiopia 2 2
j?r. Squitorial
Africa 500
rr. Morocco 6 3,u00
Italian Africa 25u
Kenya 1 500
Liberia 5
Madagascar 1 150
Mozambique lOu
N. Rhodesia 50
d. Rhodesia u 150
o,7/, Africa u 50
Information
Fee of 10 francs.
No data.
Reception is limited to
Union of d. Africa,
Ho data, rrobably limited
to use of white people.
iMO data,
ITo data.
i^o data.
Fee 97 cents.
Independent ownership
but government pro-
hibits.
Lowest development of world.
Fee is 39 cents.
Used as contact with
ii^urope
.
No data.
No data.
No data-
Fee is 39 cents.
No data.
No data.
Fee according to near-
ness to station.
No data.
f
Afrioa, continued
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i^ation Stations C5e ta Information
Spanish
Africa
bwaziland
Tanganyika
'i'usiaia
union of
S. Africa
Zanzibar
u
u
3
5
u
15U
15
10
4,500
25,121
5
Fee is 97 cents.
LiO data.
Ko data.
Fee is 20 francs per
year, x^oor reception.
See Page 94.
No data.
45,483
9.fBb O'.'.
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Oceania
i^ation stations >ets Information
Am. Samoa
Australia
£>ri tish
Oceania
rr, Oceania
uuam
Hawaii
i^ew Zealand
1
5U
1
u
2
35
30
329,134
250
50
12
15,500
61,449
U.S. regulations
5ee Page 94.
No fee. Poor climate.
Fee is 39 cents.
U.S. Navy regulations,
U.S. Regulations
i?ee is ^7.50 per year,
Among the first to
use radio.
Fiji x^o data
406,425
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